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CHAPTER I
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CAJIBRIDGE
Historical Stirvey
Although this thesis is intended to be a descriptive and critical
study of the selection and appointment of teachers in Cambridge, a brief
review of the historical stages through which this selection and appoint-
ment has passed seems necessary and hence justifiable* The writer be-
lieves that such a review will furnish a basis for a better understanding
and interpretation of the present practices in selecting and appointing
teachers in Cambridge,
The selection of the teacher in Cambridge in colonial days ,— The
early history of the Cambridge School System is inextricably woven into
the warp and woof of the beginnings of education in North America, While
it was not xantil 1642 that there was any colonial legislation concerning
the training of the young, yet, as Cubberley^ points out. New England
in its history had seen the establishment of a typical English education-
al system, that is, private instruction in reading and religion by the
parents in the home and by the masters of apprentices, and later by a
town schoolmaster j the Latin grammar school in the larger towns, to pre-
pare boys for the college of the colony (Harvard College at Cambridge,
founded in I656 by the General Court of the Liassachusetts Bay Colony),
1/ Elwood P. Cubberley, The History of Education, Houghton Mifflin Co,,
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i1/emd an English type college to prepare them for the ministry*
This educational system, modelled after the English system, was^
purely voluntary and was dependent upon the deep religious interest of
the colonists for its operation. It early became evident, however, that
these voluntary efforts on the part of the people of the town would not
be sufficient to insure that general education which was required by the
Pioritan religious theory*
The Great and General Court, observing that the people as a whole
were proving neglectftil of their religious duties* passed the famous
Massachusetts Law of 1642 which made it the duty of the towns of the
Massachviaetts Bay Colony to insist that parents and masters should pro-
perly educate their children, and to fine them if they neglected to do so,
Thus it was that for the first time in the English-speaking world "a leg-
islative body representing the State ordered that all children should be
2/
taught to read*"-^
Although it is reasonable to assume that there was in existence in
Cambridge a school before 1642, it was not until this date that we find
any authentic account of a school in Cambridge* In that year the curtain
suddenly rises on Elijah Corlett's "faire Grammar schoole", by the side
of Harvard**^
The conditions for the early existence of a school must have been
as favorable in Cambridge as elsewhere in the colony, for we know from
many sources that many of the residents had scholarly tastes. Moreover,
j^Cubberley, ibid, p. ^6k,
g/hoc* cit*
^Frank Hill, "The Public Schools of Cambridge," The Cambridge of 1896 .
edited by Arthur Gilman, Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1896, p. 189»
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and its first class of
nine gradtiated in 1642*
The enactment of the Law of 1647 *— In 1647 the Court ordered the
towns to appoint teachers for their children, whose wages should be paid
either by the parents or masters of such children, or by the inhabitants
in general, as the majority “of those who order the prudentials of the
town should direct* 1/ Hill-^ believes it of interest to note that the
early grammar school which was required by the law of 1647 in every town
of one hundred families was not a grammar school in the modern sense. It
was a Latin grammar school and not an English one; and while it was de-
signed by law for "yonth," it was exclusively a boys' school*"^
This famous law was explicit that after "the Lord hath increased" a
town of fifty householders, "one within the town" should be appointed "to
li
teach all such children as shall resort to him to write and reade"; but the
1
4/ '
girls did not generally resort to him,”' i
From our knowledge of colonial history we can deduce that this situa- i
tion prevailed throughout the colonies, and that girls worked their way in-ij
I
to the public schools as pupils very much as women worked their way into I
the same schools as teachers* At first the public school teachers were -men!
exclusively, but towards the latter part of the eighteenth century we are
afforded glimpses of women taking chsirge of the schools here and there,
i
sporadically - at first during the summer months and then all year round,
|
i
It then began to dawn upon the "chosen men" that if education was to pro-
j
\/ Oubberley, op* cit*, p* 5^5*
jj
Z/ Hill, op. cit*, p, 201* |j
y Ibid., p* 201*
V Ibid*, p* 206.
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gress, girls were to be given an education as well as boys*
The qualifications of the early teachers .— Concerning these early
teachers, one finds that while many of the early teachers were men of some
learning, the meager pay and the difficulty in collecting the pay that was
due soon turned the instruction over to college students, local or itiner-
1/
ant schoolmasters, and to women in summer, A modicum of learning was of
course assvuued on the part of the applicant, but this was not especially
inquired into. It sufficed if the teacher should adhere closely to the
2/tenets of the particular church. That was the main consideration,-'
Educational changes at the turn of the century .— While the most im-
portant school official in these days was the minister who continued to
certificate the grammar school master until the close of the colonial
period, early in the eighteenth century the power to certificate school
teachers passed from his province to that of the town authorities. By the
close of this century all that the minister, as the surviving representa-
tive of church control, had left to him was the right to accompany the
town authorities in the visitation of the schools,'^
In 1789 Massachusetts passed the first general state school law which
provided for a six months elementary school in every town, a twelve months
1/ Elwood P, Oubberley, Public Education in the United States . Houghton
Mifflin Go., Boston, 195^^ ?• ^2,
2j Ibid, p. 55.
^ Ibid., p. 74
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school if the town had over one hundred fajuilies* The enactment also re- Ij
!|
quired every town having one htmdred and fifty families to provide a six
jj
months grammar school, and every town of two hundred families to provide a
||
twelve months grammar school. All teachers had to be certificated, and
grammar school teachers had to be college gradiiates or be certificated by j|
the minister as skilled in Latin,-^ I;
11
It
In 1812 the Massachusetts district school system was substituted for ii
1 ;
the previous town system, A district taxation system for the support of
|j
ii
the schools and the teachers was permitted, and the income from the state
jl
iS
school fund, created in 1800, was put to use,
II
i;
1826 witnessed the enactment of the law which required that each town
j;
i
should appoint a town school committee to exercise general supervision over'j
all its schools, select the necessary school books, and examine and certif-'
icate all the teachers employed,^ In 1854 a state school fund was created
jj
II
and each town was required to raise a town tax of one dollar per child of |j
school age and to make statistical reports as required,-^
I
The writer deems it pertinent at this juncture to observe that his
j
readings indicate that these enactments merely legalized educational prac- ^
I
tices already prevalent, and that even before these laws were passed the
j
Massachusetts Bay Colony was a pioneer and leader in the field of education^
Evolution of the Essential Features of the Cambridge System
It is usually understood that the first superintendent of schools in
Massachusetts was appointed in Springfield in 1840, yet Cambridge records
_
1/ Ibid, p, 98,
^ Cubberley, op, cit., p, 221,
5/ Ibid, p. 222,
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6reveal that the town warrant of March 17, 18^6 contained an article with '
t
I
reference to employing a superintendent of schools, and that the school |!
(
t]
committee on April 15, 1Q^6 voted to employ one of their number in that
j[
t
capacity. He was so elected April 25, 18^6, and his salary was fixed at |
II
fi
$250 per annum. Since, however, this office was not long kept in Cambridge;
Springfield rightfully has a better claim to that distinction than has Oam-j,
II
bridge.
In 1858 Cambridge established its first high school, thus automatical-^!
i!
ly joining the elect, since only fourteen other Massachusetts school sys- ij
terns at this time had such institutions. The training offered was open to
1
both sexes.
On May 6, 1846 Cambridge was granted a city charter and the schools
!
entered upon city life. Records reveal that for the times the schools of
j
the city and state were progressive and efficient, for as early as 18^4,
action had been taken for their better organization; and only a few years
later a new impulse had been given to the cause of education by the words
and works of Horace Mann, the first Secretary of Education in Massachusetts';
1
!
Few State Superintendents of Education since his time have risen to a
j
‘1
higher conception of the importance of their office, and to him is due the j!
!
credit for the educational advance and regeneration of the public school 1
i




By a provision of the city charter in Cambridge, the mayor acts as j
!
I




has always been attended with success in this city might not work out so !
t
well in other communities due to the danger of political domination. From '1
il
1846 to 1858 the school- committee was composed of seven members; the num- L
ii
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Xoorioa QiiS ^adi fjru* ^alc^^tXie lo ^tr.^haoial^^quB a ^nXxoIqcce aonai^oi
iarid- nJt lacsaaja tioiid ‘io €>no oJ" bej-ov 6^81 ^Q^ liiqA no ©edd^jiaaico
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.sgSiitf
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'
.89X08 ridoJ
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a od notit ovari oaiid-airi oanio ccoidBoabk^ lo ednofanodfUtoquE ©dad8
oxid Oixb r1 jclri od boa ,ooillo liorid lo ooruid^qjii ©rid lo ncidqoonco tod^ifl
looxioa oilduq orid 1o. no 1datanayet bna aonavba XaaoXdaovbo arid tol dibeto
• Xtndnao ridnoodonin odd lo dtaq taddai orid ^*tub cddoejjrioaaaal^ ni ©ajodavg
j
aa adoB icxm arid ,?»abXtdfflBO ni todtario noia^voiq a x^
> I
dl r^AK'ridXa rioliivi rtidibnoo a ,a©ddJLsaoo Iccrioa'orid Ic oicillo-xo natti^rio
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li 7
ber was then increased to ten; in 1868 to fifteen; in 1909 due to another
i|
l|
change in the charter the membership was decreased to five; and finally l!
in 1916 the board membership became six as it still is*
j
The following figures show in a measure the physical growth of the citjjr
i|
eind its schools from 1846, the date of its incorporation as a city, to the j!
present*
In 1846 the population of the city was lii,490, the number of pupils
belonging to the schools 2,151, the number of teachers 57 » "the cost of the
schools, not including new schoolhouses, $14,558, and the cost per pupil
$6 , 67 * Compare these figures with the following tables and it can be readi^
ly seen that the problem of administration of the Cambridge schools today
|
is a most complex one: 1














Thorndike Grammar School ,*, 14,400*00 114,400*00
1
Gannett School 5,100.00 10 , 900*00
1
Boardman Primary School .... 4,500*00 22,000.00
Roberts School 20,100*00 581,100*00
Kelley School 9,400*00 92,400*00
Wellington School 11,500.00 144,500*00






Morse School 11,100*00 91,500*00
Willard School 8,000.00 56 , 100*00
1
Webster School ............. 11,100.00 165,700.00
1
Harvard Grammar School 11,800*00 85 , 600*00 1
Longfellow School 28,900*00 505
,
000.00 1
Houghton School 7,500*00 268 ,800.00
Rindge School 105,800*00 1,462,200*00
High and Latin School 92,500*00 781 , 700.00
Agassiz School 11,800*00 155 , 900.00
Ellis School 7 , 600*00 57 ,600*00 i
Sleeper School 8,400.00 58,400*00 1
wriJcite o^t ;»wi- ai cJ’ c^l iil c-J bee -s itni xiei-J ai^w led
\XX;vrii'i ' cui ci’ boa.s9i:>Si4j eu»*’ qic:'«iC'duo/n ttii'-f \ eiU *ii jc.3
.ai IliJ'e aa - ia Q’-Soed qXrta'Tec nan hiaod .rid di'-?! sil
v^Xo arid' Ic iid^oTj ©ri-d 9Tiic,a,>w b .il toxia aeiug-^X iiiiKoIid vxfi
arid jJ » ddia A IB ii-.-idB'soq'iooiil ul ':q odab ©xW , *<^1 well aXootioa adi br.B
I .dxiaaoiq
I
eliqxJq lo 'X&dxcuxx ©kd ,CX;<Si.I aavr ear 'to noixaljxqoq axi^ xtl
arid Ito daco -iMiJ ,Y' .6-ioxio.'-;*d “io, loduii^ii >rid ^Xdr,S alccrio: o..d cd
Xiqjjq loq do;. D c;rid cxi^x , ,^'‘X$ .stftucriL. rcioa -.e'l .salbL'Ior*: dexi ,alo<i-.oe
ijxiui xf xuo di b*'CB aoIvJBd ^xiX.iofXot xidl x, aaii'ji't. oo^xit ;»'.3qooC-
^fibot sXooxioa y^Xiid:.uiO end ":c x: XdB-idtixiXBbB lo ^isXdciq erid darid noac \X
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Wyman School $5,900.00 $4,600.00 $10,500.00















Haggerty School 45,500.00 8^200.00 55^500.00
$5,001,700.00 $490,700.00 $5,492,400.00

























1952 ... 142 71 591 59 4 45 692
1955 ... 146 74 586 57 7 45 695
195^ ... 146 75 568 57 8 45 677
1955 ... 148 76 559 57 10 51 681
1956 ... 155 77 555 55 10 50 680
SUlvadARY
Number of Pupils Belonging in December, 195^
Number of pupils in the High and Latin School ^,^66
Number of pupils in the Rindge Technical School I,4l8
Number of pupils in the Grammar Grades 5,824
Number of pupils in the Primary Grades 5»^28
Number of pupils in the Kindergarten 907
Number of pupils in the Open Air Classes 21^
Number of pupils in Special Classes ^86
Number of pupils in the Ungraded Classes 157
Number of pupils in the public schools, December, 19^6 .... 15,999
Number of pupils in the public schools, december, 195^ •.. 16,529
I

Table Cost of Instruction from January 1, 195^ to January 1, 1957



















High and Latin School $559,876.58 5,507 $108.82
1
Rindge Technical School ••••• .216,201.25 1.427 151.51
Grammar Schools 578, 209, 99 5,865 64.51 1
Primary Schools 250,056.05 5.956 65.21
Kindergartens 58,722.56 851 69,00 i
Open Air Glasses 51,258.59 252 154.65
1
Substitute Teachers 51,026.00 • • 1!.... ii
Continuation School for Girls 1,879.15 • # • •
\\
• • • 1
Department of Art * 6,190.64 • • • #
1
• « • • !'
Department of Music
Department of Physical Educa-
16,750.50 • • • ,1• • • 1'
tion
Manual Training and Pre-Voca-
29,060.75 1• • • |i
1
tional Work
Central Trade and Continuation
55,058.06 • • • • i• #
for Boys 21,142.25 • • • • • • • •
Teachers of Sewing 15,471,21 • • • • # • • •
Teachers of Cooking 4,702.57 • • # • • • •
Teachers of Stammerers 1,994.00 • • • • • • •
1
Teachers of Vision Class .... 5,447.82 # » • • 1• # • •
II
Teachers of Lip Reading 1,994.00 • • • • • • #
Teacher at Hospital 1,900.00 • # • • \• * •
•
1
Opportunity Class 4,116.67 • • « 1• • • • 1
Home Teachers: 9,076.00 • • • • « • •
•
ITeachers at Museum 6,078.00 • • • • .... i|
Athletics 7,175.00 • • • • |i• • 1
Superintendent 7,700.00 • • • • 1.... .1
Assistant Superintendent ...» 4,266.67 • # • # # • i\
Supervisor of Primary Schools 2.655.55 • • • • Ii.... :
Supervisor of Kindergartens
. 2,800.00 • • •
Business Agent 5,750.00 • • • i!
Clerks 17,275.54 • « • •
i!
Storekeeper and Assistant ... 5,621.50 • • • • ....
p
Supervisor of Attendance .... 17,655.28 • • • .... {1





Teachers Examinations 1,216.50 • • « • I....
[1
II
Total $1,551,450.12 15,656 $99.22
The per pupil costs in the High and Latin, Rindge Technical, Granunarr
and Primary Schools (including the Special Classes), Kindergartens and












Cost of instruction in the Evening Elementary Schools $1,464*00 |i
Cost of instruction in the Evening High School 6,185*00 o





Cost of Americanization instruction ***• 5,999.00
;
The tables themselves appear to be too conclusive and obvious to need i
any further comment* They serve to reveal concretely enough the present !
jj
status of a school system located within one of the largest cities of the
!j
jj
commonwealth* (The population of Cambridge is approximately 120,000*)
jj
ii
- Some important changes in educational attitudeeln Cambridge *— Browsing
through the reports of the school committee for these early days, one brings
Ij
many interesting facts to light* In the 1846 report we find this statement
j
I
"The sexes differ in intellectual as well as in physical constitution* A
different discipline and a different cultivation is xmquestionably im-
portant." One of the members seriously proposes that "a squinting board"
be erected between the boys* and the girls" side of the schoolrooms to pre-^^
vent any casting of "sheeps* eyes" to the detriment of the morals of the jl




In the 1854 report the committee solemnly aver that although they may
,
I
have made an injudicious appointment at times, it was always rectified, and
that they never had been accused or even suspected of making one for politic-
I
cal or sectarian reasons* The naive attitude of the committee towards in-
|
|i
struction can be discerned in their rule allowing high school pupils to sub^i*
stitute for absent teachers* ij
i|
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the best teachers are leaving because of the low salaries . that are being
paid. The committee reports that it has tried to provide for individual
differences in ability, only to receive loud protests from the parents who
believe that prejudice is at work, '
I'
Many changes in the organization of the schools take place in 1864,
ii
At the high school the business course is separated from theecollege couree>^'
'i
the middle schools and the grammar schools are consolidated, and the primarjl
schools are merged with the alphabet schools.
The 1866 report reveals that the committee feels that the merger of the
primary schools with the grammar schools will be most unwise "because of th0
jj
danger to the smaller children by the wildness of the older," The teachers;
seek salary increases. The committee begs to observe that "besides intel-
!
lectual and moral fitness, cheerful spirits, and a decent personal appeair- ‘
ji
ance are necessary for a teacher," !i
i|
The proverbial Yankee spirit of economy pervades the report of the 186‘)f
'i
committee. Its contribution to things educational is the suggestion that jl
only female teachers be employed for they cost less, "Let the work in our
ij
i
schools be reserved as far as possible for women; they need its employment,
as their range of occupation is so limited; their labor is much less expen-
sive and at least equally efficient, as they excel in gentleness, tact, andjj
quickness of perception; and their mere presence in the room has a soft and
humanizing effecft over their pupils,"
Although in 1854 the General Court had authorized the appointment of a'!
I’
superintendent of schools, it is not until I87O that Cambridge appoints its a
I
first permanent superintendent, one Edwin B, Hale, This quotation of his
ij
which appears in his first report bespeaks the quality of the man and testi^
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fies to the soundness of the committee *s selections "If utter inexperience
or desperate mediocrity must be, let it be an3nwhere, everywhere, save in
the public schools, for anywhere and everywhere else will its ability to do
irreparable harm be less*" At this time (I87O), there were only 27 super-
intendents of city schools in the entire country, and it was not until 1902
that the state legislature of Massachusetts made the appointment of a supe
intendent of schools mandatory*
In this year, due to the insistence of Hale, evening schools are or-
ganized and a training school for teachers is founded. Among other propos-
als, Hale advocates in this report that parents be no longer obliged to
furnish the text-books, as this method has been found unsatisfactory. He
remarks that althoiigH it is of infinitely more moment that good teachers::
be had, yet there also should be had "text-books admirably suited for the
purposes for which they were designed, school-houses commodious and ele-
gant, and wise and judicious school legislation," He also advocates com-
pulsory education and stresses the importance of technical and industrial
schools. Obviously the first superintendent was a man of ability, wisdom
and foresight.
Truant officers are appointed in 1875 as a result of a state legisla-
tive act. In this year Superintendent Hale, who had been appointed by the
city council and not by the school committee, tenders his resignation, Th«
office of superintendent of schools is abolished by vote of the council
on the grounds that the office is not needed and that the work can be per-
formed by the school committee*.
The state legislature in 1874 authorizes the school committees in
Massachusetts to appoint superintendents of schools, and Cambridge immedi-
j
donal-iaqxaitl II* tnoi^selac ^e‘&^;^^lfflBcoo ^^nJ- lo HaontauCB tti4 ti sell:
ni ovM ,ei9iitr\/rfev* ,«’T«.ri?nCjciA erf j-i rfel ,9^ rf.-uof erfi^aoqeeb 'ic
ob of xfllldB arfi Lltv eaXo t-ierff.-^iov© ^jcta ©lorfwyjrtfi lol ,eXocno& oiXrfuq odf
-Tteqjje tS T£lno eioir ©-T;,rf^ i(OY£X) eauif alrfrf iA *,ee»X ©d raierf ©Irfe-tjsqe-x-i
SO^i lisfrtu Joa Bsn fX Lob ^XltJcwoo »;xirfn© ai alooiioe xrfxo *0 adaefcneJ-fii
4
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cf baglldc lo^'Toi on erf erfxjeiaq .tcxirf iiciqai alxirf ni aajaooYba eiaiJ ,?X8
oH
. ciofOBlBlfeerxi bfojo'l iWod a^r: bcrfleei airtl ea ^aafoorf-d^o^ &iU riet'f’xi/i
.‘ei©noGarf boo'; fedJ frjscras vtoar icIeXial^fll lo el wl JaxW aji-jecxti
oxtf lo'i berfliA'. eafcorf-rfxev’* fcarf ©rf bliKtia obIb oTfetW Jox ^barf oc
-oXo bxrp ftc/olloaBBOO <j«mjcxi-Xociioa ,l<a/^la9i> aiew rioi/tw iol eeeoq’tixq
-300 aolaoovix oeXa eh " .aotfefaJ^o
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•xll ..»lrfaftaiaei airi QuettMf ^BeJ^finaaco Xoorioe ertl bru» Xioeit^co x^Xo
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ately appoints Francis Coggswell, formerly master of a Cambridge elementary
school. This committee recommends that the city council appropriate money
to furnish pupils with free text-books, but the city solicitor hands down
an adverse report*
For a second consecutive year the salaries of the Cambridge school
teachers are reduced by the city council* The committee deplore this
action, saying that "niggardliness in the payment of teachers is as fruit-
ful of evil as extravagance, and a true economy in the management of the
schools calls for the securing of competent teachers at a fair salary and
a permanence of position,"
The report states that at present no examinations for the post of
teachers are held in the schools of Cambridge, The regulations require
that when a vacancy occxirs the sub-committee of the ward shall, after con-
sultation with the superintendent, fill such vacancy, and report that name
to the board for confirmation. Custom makes that nomination identical with
confirmation.
In 1880 the regulations concerning the appointment of teachers is re-
vised, and the nomination of teachers now lie over for a month. The nomi-
nated teacher is on probation for a month, so that the committee can in-
spect her work before giving their approval. Certain Negro citizens pro-
test that no colored teachers are hired. The committee observes that they
are not hired because public sentiment is against such a practice, and the
board feels that the ends of education will not be gained were Negro teach-
ers to be appointed*
A state enactment in 1884 orders all city school systems in Massachu-
setts to furnish free text-books to their pupils. The taxpayers bewail th<i
I
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added expense*
In 1886 the high school is formally partitioned into two distinct
schools, called respectively, "The Cambridge Latin School," and "The Cam-
bridge English High School."
The Cambridge Manual Training School is founded in 1888. For ten yoarj
a citizen of Cambridge, Frederick Rindge, pays the current expenses ^ of the
manual training department, and the current expenses of tine manml training
department, and the city bears the cost of academic instruction. In 1899
Mr. Rindge gives the entire plant to the city, and in accepting the gift,
the school committee votes that hereafter the school shall be knoim as the
Rindge Manual Training School.
William C. Bates is elected in 1905 to the post of superintendent of
schools, vice Francis B, Coggswell, deceased. Death takes Superintendent
Bates in 1909* and he is succeeded in office by Frank E. Parlin, who holds
the office until 1912 when he is replaced by M, E, Fitzgerald, the incum-
bent in office.
The Cambridge Latin School and the Cambridge English High School are
merged in 1910, the name of the high school now becoming The Cambridge High
and Latin School. Also the name of the industrial school is changed from
j
Rindge Manual Training School to Rindge Technical School.
I
From 1911 on the schools have progressed and advanced despite the ef-
forts of obstructionists and reactionaries. Under the wise and able leader
)
I
ship of Superintendent Fitzgerald, a constructive educational program for
I development and progress has been conceived and is being executed. The
school system has become highly orgeuaized; the curricula correlated and en-
riched; the teachers well trained, and selected by careful professional
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tests; school policies have been carefully thought out and promulgated;
and the schools have been effectively organized into uniformly good insti-
tutions for the advancement of the legitimate goals of education*
In the matter of the scope of the instruction offered, types and
classes of schools, differentiations in the courses within the same school
and in different schools, specializations in the work to meet varying in-
dividual needs, and in the degree of community service which is being ren-
dered, our city school system today stands as an excellent example of the
higher efficiency and larger service which result from able organization
and administration.
For the purpose of showing more graphically the great and complex
changes that have taken place in the administration of public schools, the
writer has appended a chart*^ which shows the extent and nature of the evo-
lution, The chart reveals that the simplest method of providing education
was that practiced in the early New Engleind town meeting; the second stage
of evolution is marked by the delegation of the community's responsibility
for education; the third stage by the delegation of this responsibility to
special committees; the fourth by the general introduction of a permanent
school committee; and the fifth by the delegation of school administration
to the superintendent of schools.
Elwood P, Oubberley, op, cit,, p. 75
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CHAPTER II
CURRENT PRACTICES IN THE SELECTION OF TEACHERS
The Definition of the Problem
The importance of selecting the right teacher ^— Those in charge of
the administration of any school system constantly have to face the problem
of selecting new teachers* Many new teachers are needed in the schools
every year* These vacancies occur because of deaths, resignations, dis-
missals, the natural growth of a community, or provisions for new types of
instruction* In the selection of teachers there appear to be but two group i
of interest at stake* First, there are the school authorities whose duty i ,
I
is to employ the best teachers they can secure; secondly, there are the a-
!
j
vailable teachers who naturally want to put their qualifications before the
I
i
appointing authorities in as favorable light as possible*
The importance of teacher selection can not be too emphasized, since
1
the welfare of the individual pupil, the dividends to the supporting societ;
I
the educational programs of the school administrators, and the success and
i
I
; happiness of the teachers depend almost wholly upon wise selection of teach*
i
ers* "V/ise selection," observes Graves,"^ *l8 the best meains of improving
I
j
the school system, and the greatest lack of econony exists wherever teacher \
I
have been poorly chosen or are inadequately adapted to their particular
}
t
fields of work *,,* Misfit teachers are always poor investments, and make
I
I
themselves and sometimes all of their associates vinhappy*"
^ Frank P* Graves, The Administration of American Education* Macmillan Co ,
New York, 1952, p* I9I.
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Educational leaders and laymen alike are agreed that no school system
or unit of a school system can be efficient unless the teaching staff is
efficient* John Locke gave voice to this idea when he said that the school
which has good teachers needs little more, said the school without good
teachers will be little better for anything else*
Balfour^ pointed out that the objective of educational adminis-
tration is "to enable the right pupils to receive the right education from
the right teachers, under conditions which will enable the pupils best to
profit by their training."
Who then are the right teachers? This question has challenged the
skill of educational administrators and the techniques of psychologists.
Even today the science of education still seeks solutions to the implica-
tions raised by the question at hand, "Who are the right teachers?" Every
year those whose duty it is to select school teachers face this question
when they select and appoint large numbers of teachers to new teaching pos-
itions. Principals and superintendents are all too well aware that the se-
lection and appointment of teachers are among their most important function^#
Cognizant of this, they seek reliable information about both experienced an<||
inexperienced teachers who are being considered for selection and appoint- |l
ment.
Thus it is that the function of teacher selection is, and will continue
to be, among the most important responsibilities of school executives. The
problem is as old as the public schools. Although in the earlier days the
choice of teachers was a relatively simple matter, since persons with little
training were employed as teachers, now, important social and economic
1/ Sir Graham Balfour, Educational Administration , The Clarendon Press, Ox-
ford Press, 1921, p.55.
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changes have come about and they have increased the importance and diffi-
culty of selecting the teacher personnel.
The challenge then to administrators is to secure the best; the dif-
ficulty lies in collecting reliable information concerning the applicants.
This paper is dedicated therefore to the task of examining current practice
and techniques to the end that more light may be shed on the problem of
teacher selection.
Some of the more important questions that will be considered are: What
methods of selection and appointment should be used? V/hat is the respective
duty of the school committee? Of the superintendent? What devices should
be employed in the selection of a teacher? What should be the basis for se
lecting and appointing a teacher? What types and classes of persons should
be employed as teachers?
The purpose of the thesis .— The present study has two major purposes:
(l) to determine the status of current practices and techniques in the se-
lection and appointment of teachers, and (2) to evolve from these findings
a set of criteria by which the program of teacher selection in Cambridge
can be evaluated.
Methods of investigation,— The data for the study have been secured
primarily from two sources: (1) literature dealing with principles, prac-
tices and techniques of teacher selection and appointment, and (2) material
obtained from consulting the annual reports of the school committee in Cam-
bridge, and from the rules of the Cambridge school committee.
Selecting the Staff: Procedure and Machinery
The determination of the selecting agency .— Who shall select the new
teacher, the school committee or the superintendent of schools? The answer
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Ito this question can only be determined by an examination of the respective
functions of each agent. Olsen^ says that the general functions of a
board of education may be summarized as follows
(1) To select the superintendent of schools.
(2) To determine the policies of the school sywtem.
(5) To see that these policies are carried out by the superin-
tendent and his associates,
2I
To his voice is added that of Potter who comments :-^The proper, func-
tion of the board of education is not to administer the schools in detail,
but to represent in broad, catholic, and generous spirit the public opinion
of the community, to select the experts to fill the chief posts of the
school system and to sit in judgment upon their recommendations."
Lewis-^ remarks that there is but one answer to the question, "Who
should do the selecting?", namely the best qualified person. He reasons
thus: "A layman does not know teaching and usually will not exercise un-
biased judgment in selecting teachers. He is often moved by trivial per-
sonal, political, social, charitable, religious, and other influences* One
of the chief reasons for the low efficiency of American public schools is
due to the fact that, in the past, laymen, ignorant of what constitutes
teaching skill, have selected most of the teachers,"
4/Almack-' ,too, holds that the methpd by which teachers are viniformly
selected and elected by the school board has nothing to commend it, since
2(1 .
L/ Hans Olsen. -The Work of Boards of Education . Columbia University Contri-
butions to Education, No, 215, 1926. p, 8,
Milton C, Potter, "The Board and the Superintendent." American School
Board Journal
.
Vol, XXC (August, 1952), p. 46,
^ Ervin E, Lewis, Personnel Problems of the Teaching Staff . Century Co,,
New York, 1925, p. II6,
^ John C, Almack and A, R, Long, Problems of the Teaching Profession . Mac •
mil Ian Co,, 1950« P« 82.
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the board members are seldom competent judges of a teacher's qualification^
they seldom know the requirements of the position; and they may be easily
influenced by factors that have no relation at all to the teacher's abilitj',
Reeder's thesis^ is that because of his professional training, his
educational experience, and especially because of the position he holds,
the superintendent of schools, with the cooperation of his principals and
other associates should be delegated the function of teacher selection*
A bulletin of the National Education Associati also stresses the
same point in statings
"The superintendent should select and recommend to the board th€
applicant who, in his judgment, is best qualified to fill each vacancy
Although the board reserves the right to approve or reject his recom-
mendations and may at any time ask him to give reasons for his choice,
the superintendent should be solely responsible for finding and re-
commending who are to be employed. He is best qualified by training
and experience to select such employees,"
Tobey^ maintains that the school board should not select the teachers
because they are not as well informed as the superintendent should be on
r
the character of the work to be performed, the requisite preparations of
the individual teacher, or the best sources of supply, and because "the
duties of the board are policy-making, not executive in character, having
to do with the regulations under which the schools shall function, the mak-
ing of the school budget and the appointment of a superintendent as an
executive to carry out the policies of the board,"
Summary of the data,— It would seem then to the unbiased mind that
xj Ward G, Reeder, The Fundamentals of Public School Administration , Mac-
millan Co., New York, 1950* P« 82,
^ Research Bulletin of the National Education Association . "The School
Board Member," No, 11 (January, 1955)* P*50"51*
^ Silas B, Tobey, "School Board or Superintendent - Which?", Elementary
School Board Journal
.




authorities in school administration are generally agreed that the selectioj|i
of teachers is a function of the superintendent of schools and his assis-
tants; that the members of school boards are not ordinarily trained for
this task, and should limit their activity to the approval or rejection of
the nominations of the superintendent; and that the board should always re-
ly upon superintendents to make nominations for teacher positions within
the system*
It is encouraging to learn that Deffenbaugh and Zeigel-^
,
in a study
of teacher selection which had as its basis returns from all cities over
50,000 population and representative samplings of cities fewer than 50,000
population, found that in more than 91 P©i* cent of the systems new teachers
are either nominated or appointed by the superintendent. Be that as it may
the conclusion can not be drawn that school boards in general do not contro
teacher selection, for experience reveals all too well that there exists
greater control of teacher selection by school boards than is shown by the
data reported.
A Survey of Current Practices in Teacher Selection
!
As a corollary to the theory advanced here, in general what practice
is followed in the selection of teachers? In practice is the theory that
' the superintendent should do the selection in effect, or does this theory
exist in name only?
j
j
In 195^> Reller-^ made a study of the changes in the method of appoint-
1
I
1/ W, S, Deffenbaugh and William H, Zeigel, Jr, "Selection and Appointment I
I
of Teachers," National Survey of Secondary Education
.
Bul,17, 1925, 115 p, 1
^ T, L. Roller, "Appointment of Teachers in Cities in 1914 and 1954,"
American School Board Journal . Vol, XXCIX (July, 1954), p, 24,
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ing teachers in the 67 cities used by Ballox*^ in a similar work in iyi'S-
and arrived at the following conclusions:
1, The board is the agency which did and continues to partici-
I pate in nearly all appointments. The board rarely originated appoint-
j
ments and now in no instance; the board approved the nominations and
j
appointments in less than one-fourth of the cities and now in more
than one-half of them; the board made the appointments in approximate-
ly three-foiirths of the cities and now only in a few more than one-
half of them,
2. The committee of teachers participated in making the appoint-
ments in more than three-fourths of the cities and now it does in less
than one-third of them; the committee originated appointments in a few
1
instances and now it does in no cities; the committee approved the
j
nominations or appointments of others in almost three-fourths of the
]
cities and now it does in less than one-third of them; the committee
I
made the appointments in seven cities and now in only one city, in
which the committee on teachers is constituted of all the members of
the board,
5 . The superintendent did not participate in five cities due to
j
exclusive control by the board and its committees and now it does not
j
participate in two due to "automatic appointment* from eligible lists;
j
the superintendent made the appointments in one-eighth of the cities
I
and now makes them in more than one-third of the cities.
This comparison of the methods of appointing teachers in cities in 191^ and
I
195^ records definite progress towards the theory advanced in this paper,





Deffenbaugh and Zeigel-' found that less them 2 per cent of the boards:;
of education included in the National Survey of Secondary Education appointeji
teachers without the official participation of the superintendent. In 16.
8
per cent of the systems the superintendent nominated all teachers for board
approval, in per cent he nominated them directly to the board, and in
24,6 per cent he appointed teachers subject to board approval. Other methoc.s
used in 5 per cent of the systems v/ere automatic selection from eligible
[
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lists, employment by personnel committees or employment director, and final
appointment by superintendent without subsequent board action*
The same authorities also report that in practice 55 out of 54 super-
intendents in cities of 100,000 or more in population reporting nominating
teachers, and that of l40 superintendents in cities between 50,000 and
100,000 population, I58 nominate teachers,*^
Graves^ comments that the most common method of appointing today in
urban centers is to have the superintendent nominate teachers for the board!
to appoint or reject; and that in the more advanced school systems, a
further step is often taken by delegating to the superintendent the right,
to make appointments immediately, subject only to formal confirmation by
the board.
The practice p\irsued in small areas is well outlined by Engelhardt who
reveals that in a study he made of 254 cities from 2500 to 5000 population,
he found that the superintendent is asked to recommend in 86 per cent of
the cases, in 91 *9 per cent he establishes relations with the candidates,
and in 84 per cent of the cases he concludes actvial contracts with the
candidates,-^
Summary of data,— The results obtained from data supplied by leading
educational authorities tend to show in theory and practice, it is the super-
intendent with the assistance of his subordinates who should ajnd in most caaea do
exercise ethe executive .function of teacher selection. The same sources re-
1/ Loc, cit,, p. 97,
^ Frank P, Graves, The Administration of American Education, * Macmillan
Co,, New York, 1952, p, 192,
5/ Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration . Ginn and
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veal that in theory and practice school boards do not and should not exer-
cise the executive . fimction of teacher selection, but do and should delegate
this power to the superintendent, reserving to themselves, however, the
powers of appointment and determiniation of policies to be pursued in teach-
er selection and appointment* This conclusion seems inescapable: if super-
intendents are to be held responsible for the administration of their schoolii
they must be given the responsibility of selecting those teachers whom they
think will render the best service*
Summary of a Desirable Procedure-
It is recommended, therefore, that the school board prescribe in its
rules and regulations the procedure to be followed in teacher selection*
Such rules and regulations would do well to accept as their foundation and
frajnework the following principles of Reedert^
1* That the superintendent of schools be delegated the duty of
nominating all school employees to the board of education*
2. That all nominations thus made be accepted by the board unless
disapproved by a majority vote*
5 . That when a nomination of the superintendent be disapproved,
he shall make another or other nominations* When a board disapproves a
;
nomination of the superintendent, it shall not substitute a candidate
j
of its own selection*
! 4* That all candidates for positions be instructed to send their
applications to, and to promote their candidacies wholly with, the
superintendent of schools and not to or with the board of education*
j
Apropos of the last statement, it is worth remarking that the Code of
^
Ethics of the National Education Association enjoins this obligation upon
I
teachers* Part of Section Article III, reads as follows: "Unless the
I
I
rules of the school otherwise prescribe, he (the teacher) should apply for a
! teaching position to the chief executive*"
\J Reeder, op* 'cit,, p* 58-59*
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Eligibility ^ualificationii of 'CafiSIdates'
-
1
' It is recognized now that teaching service is among the fields of work
'in which the public insists upon some measure of protection against incom-
I
ipetence. This has, of course, not always been true. As this paper has al-
ready set forth in the discussion of education in the early years of this
[Country, the formal instruction of children was considered neither suffi
t
jciently complex and difficult nor sufficiently vital to require teaching of
!
jhigh calibre. However, as our philosophy of education has broadened and
i
'deepened to include many different aims, services, and technical procedures,
i
land as society has gradually realized the importance of the influences under
[Which the child develops, it has been found necessary to establish minimum
I
[requirements for admission to the teaching profession,
! The desirability of maintaining standards of admission .— In addition
I
to maintaining minimum requirements for admission to the teaching profes-
ision, some communities require higher and more specialized qualifications
i
t
|for teaching in tlie elementary schools, high schools, and in various special
i
jsubjects. In the desire of all educators worthy of the name to raise teacher
}
I
competence to the highest possible level is foimd the justification for
[insisting upon these specialized qualifications.
This philosophy is well expressed in the words of Lewis
Teaching, if it is to be skilled, and no other kind should be ac-
cepted, demands a trained, experienced, and competent teaching person-
nel, The product of the public school will in many cases continue to
be disappointing until our children are instructed by teachers proper-
ly qualified for this important service. Making good citizens is a
skilled service and cannot be performed by unskilled workers.
One authority^ advances four concrete reasons why present day teach-
^ Lewis, op. cit., p. 55 ,
i
^ William M. Robinson, "Shall Untrained Persons be Employed to Teach Our
phildren?". School Life
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ers should possess more ability and training than did their predecessors
in service:
1, As society advances and becomes more complex, a broader edu-
cational background is demanded before specialization begins* More
time for acquaintance and interpretation is needed than when civil iza*|
tion was less developed and less complex*
2* During the past quarter of a century the sciences dealing wi-tj|i
the physical and mental make-up of the child have developed at an un-
precedented rate* The science of education has added much technical
information that is needed by the prospective teacher*
5* The application of such principles of philosophy as "one
learns to do by doing," demands more observations, participations,
conferences^ and teaching by the prospective teacher than heretofore,
4, More liberalizing subject matter is being introduced into the
training courses* These courses are designated to lead students to
the everwidening circle of related subject matter, more "advanced" in
character, and thus to awaken and promote the broadening of their in-
tellectual horizon* This in turn will be passed on to pupils through
richer teaching.
The standards of admission *— The efficiency of a school system can be
pretty accurately gauged when one knows the requirements which applicants
must meet for appointment* That these requirements should be on as high a
plane as the finances, teaching candidates, previous practices and educa-
tional ideals of the school authorities will permit is a postulation that
cannot stand contradiction* No one will deny that the most effective way
of improving classroom instruction is to insist that teachers be better pre|f
pared for their positions* If teachers have not an adequate academic, cul-
tural and professional background, all the best supervision in the world
will not bring about efficiency in their instruction*
Almacki/ believes that the following standards should be accepted as
minimal requirements for admission to the teaching profession:
1, For the elementary schools graduation from some standard nor-
mal school*
2, For the junior and senior high schools, graduation from a
standard college or university. Professional courses to the amount of
l/ Almack, op, cit., p, 54,
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at least 20 semester hours of credit*
5* A record of no less than two years’ successful experience*
To be considered "successful" to require a standing eqxxal to the uppe:c
quartile among the teachers already employed*
4, A certificate that the applicant is in good health.
is in agreement with Almack in the main, but since he has
elaborated upon the points mentioned, his words can bear quotation* The
standards which this authority believes ought to prevail generally in city
school systems are as follows:
1* No one should be considered for a position as a teacher in a
kindergarten or of a special subject or type of instruction who has
not been granted from a four year high school, or equivalent institu-
tion, and in addition presents evidence of having made satisfactory
special preparation in a teacher training institution*
2. No one should be considered for a position in an elementary
school who has not been graduated from a four-year high school or
equivalent institution, and, in addition, been graduated from a norma!,
school or teachers' college*
5* No one should be considered for a position in junior high
school who has not in addition to the requirements for an elementary
school position, had at least two or three years of work in a college
or university, or, in lieu of the above, been graduated from a teach-
er's college and made special preparation for teaching in the junior
high school*
4, No one should be considered for a position in a high school
who has not been graduated from a college or university of standing,
and who has not made special preparation to teach the line of educa-
tional work for which the candidate applies*
In this discussion of training requirements, it is definitely not the
purpose of the writer to convince his readers that good teachers are pro-
duced simply by successfully completing so many years of college work, ir-
respective of its type and quality, for there is an increasingly widespread
feeling that the program of study for prospective teachers should be cen-
;
tered around the purposes and ideals of teaching, and that a teacher shoi
be prepared specifically, as Oubberley has pointed out, for the field of
teaching in which he is to engage* Most authorities are in accord with
\J Oubberley, Public School Administration , op* cit*, p*
c. ill ' . .'Ai-.i'. 0;-^ . t bsiiiOier.c. •' ' J.' xio ..AC -Zi'.
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Oubberley when he asserts that it is sophistry to assume that a person
trained for high school teaching is automatically prepared equally well for
elementary teaching, and that teachers well trained for handling one or twc
specific subjects in high schools can be expected to teach other unrelated
subjects effectively,-^
Possibly the most comprehensive set of standards that have been yet
proposed for admission to the teaching profession are those of Douglass^,
since they are qualitative as well as quantitative in character. Concern-
ing standards for admission, he has the following suggestions and comments
to make
:
Standards of Admission to Jimior High Schools
1. Academic training . Not less than three years, and preferably
four, of college training shovdd be required,
2, Professional training
.
It is not too much to insist upon a
minimum of 24 semester hours of work in education and educational
psychology, including psychology of learning, secondary education,
junior high school theory and practice, general methods of teaching,
practice teaching, and methods of teaching some one subject field.
Other things being equal, teachers who have had courses in education-
al and vocational guidance and in the theory and management of extra-
curricular activities should be readily preferred.
Sex , Desirable that a higher percentage of men be employed on
the staff of the junior high school than obtains in the upper gradess
of the elementary school,
4, Age , There is no evidence to indicate that any given age is
most desirable for effective service in the junior high school. Staff
should not be composed of very young people largely or superannuated
men and women,
5, Experience , Unfortunate practices have operated to bring into
the jmior high school, in larger numbers than is desirable, teachers
of two types of experience: younger teachers gaining the experience
supposed to qualify then for the senior high school, and mature men
and women of long elementary school experience whom it is desired to
"promote" to better positions,
6, Personality , Teacher should manifest such personality traits
1/ Oubberley, op, cit,, p, ^11 ,
2/ Harl R, Douglass, Organization and Administration of Secondary Schools .
Ginn and Co,, Boston, 19^2, Chapter 4, "Selecting the Staff," p, 84-88,
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as patience with immaturity in scholarship, the love of young people
of the ages concerned, masterfulness in management, and a sense of
hxmian values as differentiated from subject matter values.
Standards for Positions in Senior High Schools
1, Academic training. Should have at least one year of work be--
yond the four-year course leading to the bachelor's degree,




In addition to the special academic pro-
fessional education, it is desirable that the high school teacher
possess intellectual, cultural, and social interests, and enthusiasm,
and culture,
4, Sex , The better high schools throughout the country should '
attempt to keep on their staffs a minimum of 50 per cent of male
|
teachers,
5, Age , Safe policy is to take care that the staff is not com-
posed in large part of very young teachers or of superannuated teach-
ers,
6. Experience , Frequently candidates for positions in large
high schools are required to have had two years of experience. But
if salaries are not sufficient to attract the better type of experi-
enced teacher, such a standard operates to bar the more promising
novice in favor of mediocre or inferior ^txperienced teachers, ,
7. Personality , Should have such personality traits as poise
and emotional balance, patience, cheerfulness, energy, enthusiasm,
willingness to cooperate, ability to get on with other people, moral
stability, ideals of fairness, good personal appearance, manners and
voice, and general intelligence.
Educational authorities in general, then, hold that such as these ex-
pressed standards are standards that should be the basis for teacher se-
lection and placement, and that teachers should be selected only on basis
of their professional preparation and experience, their evidence as to pro-
fessional oucGcoo, wiCii personality and auaptabiiity to the work of in-
struction, Unfortunately, practice does not conform with theory, Adminis--
trators well know that in actual practice there are a number of limitationn
to the free application of the principles ennumerated here, limitations




The attitude of the public on the selection of teacher ,— Some of the
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limitations that the public has set on the free applications of the prin-
ciple that teachers should be selected because of their ability are out-
lined, concisely and comprehensively, by Granrud-^, who finds that:
1, In the selection of teachers a majority of cities give pre-
ference to local residents. This represents the attempt of each com-
cunity to keep for itself all the benefits of the community and to
wall itself in, unmindful of the fact that a wall keeps in as well as
out.
2. Approximately 75 per cent of the cities in this country will
not employ married women teachers. Approximately 60 per cent of these:
cities discharge teachers in service when they marry. There is, of
course, no valid reasons for believing that single women are better
teachers them married women. The opposition to married wcmen is based
on economic grounds,
5. Most boards of education believe it is wise to employ men
teachers in senior high schools. (40 to 50 per cent of a teaching
staff.
)
4. Every community has various social and religious groups.
Each group should be represented in the teaching staff and without
lowering the efficiency of the schools.
5. It has generally been contended that the need of a candidate
for anployment should not constitute a claim or reason for appointmeni:.
Other things being equal and strictly as an emergency measure, it is
probable the superintendent of schools of many cities are giving
some preference to candidates who have no other means of self-support
or of support for their dependents.
6. Business, political, or social influences is often a factor
in the selection of teachers. In certain cities a candidate cannot
secure a position without it.
While the sitviation with respect to the selection of teachers has al-
ways these accompanying evils, yet never have these evils been so prevalent
as they are today. With the breakdown of industry and commerce, men and
women, who formerly would not have thought of becoming members of the
teaching profession, now are seeking teaching positions, and, needless to
say, are exerting great political pressure to secure these positions. The
writer proposes now to study the various obstacles, political and social,
which stand in the superintendent's path when he endeavors to select the
1/ J. E. Granrud, "Selection of Teacher," School Executives Magazine.
Vol. LIII (October, 1955), P. 5^-57.
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best candidate for an available teaching position.
The Appointment of Local Residents as Teachers
Many schools that have been carefully staffed with efficient teachers
principals, and supervisors have found the careful building of decades
dissipated by thoughtless, sentimental or politically minded boards of
education insisting on the home teacher regardless of qualifications.
Board members and other laymen often urge the appointment of local
teachers for one or more of the following reasons:"^
1, Local teachers can often be obtained more cheaply than
teachers from outside.
2, City loyalty or pride demands that local residents who are
unemployed be the first to receive economic assistance through employ
ment,
5. Family, social, and political influence is used to obtain
favors for relatives or close friends in the community.
That the foregoing statements are reasons, and can hardly be consider^
justifications, for a policy favoring local teachers as a class will be adj
1
I
mitted by most fair-minded people, yet the tendaicy to award teaching posif«
tions to local residents only haspersisted and there is great reason for
believing that the practice is growing.
Schoolmen in general are almost unanimous in denouncing this practice
Cubberley remarks: "The continual selection of teachers who have had
little or no educational experience outside of the immediate community
tends to result in an inbreeding process which is inimical to the best in-
terests of the children in the schools,"
The retardation of educational efficiency through this practice is
1/ Research Division of the National Educational Association. "Administra-
tive Practices Affecting Classroom Teachers," Vol, X, No.l, (January, 19^2
p. 22.
^ Cubberley, Public School Administration , op, cit,, p, ^09*
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seen by Cookei/ who says: "The practice of localism in education has re-
tarded educational efficiency at least fifty years or more*"
Smithi/, too, joins these authorities in inveighing against this in-
sularistic policy, observing that "whenever the public mind is permeated
with the feeling that teaching positions should be distributed to the
needy or passed around to local candidates, efficient schools are im-
possible, "
The National Education Association in a study of policies concerning
the appointment of local residents as teachers in 1950~1951 presented the
following data'^ "Of the entire group of cities reporting, 58 per cent
give preference to local residents, while 42 per cent do not. The practic*
of favoring local candidates is much more frequent among the larger cities
than among the smaller ones; in fact, there is evidently a positive rela-
tionship between the size of cities and the proportion following this prac-
tice, This proportion varies from 44 per cent among cities of 2,500 to
5,000 population, to 80 per cent among cities over 100,000,"
The Association advices the use of caution in the interpretation of
these figures, since, doubtless, many of the cities in all population
groups which reported a preference for local teachers have rules which static
that this preference is given only if the qvialifications of local appli-
4/
cants are at least equal to those of other applicants,—'
]y/ D, H, Cooke, "Localism," American School Board Journal, Vol, XXCV (Oc'
tober, 1952), p. 26,
Walter R« Smith, Principles of Educational Sociology. Houghton Mifflin
Co,, Boston, 1928. p, 588,
^ Research Bulletin of National Education Association , op, cit,, p, 22,
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If Buch is actually the case, the writer believes that no serious
harm is done to the interests of a school system, but he does feel that
great educational harm can result from the selection of a local candidate
solely because he happens to reside within the confines of the community,
and for no other reason # The ideal, of course, would be to select the
candidate with the broadest and richest experience.
Some of the most effective arguments against the policy of "localism"
;
in teacher selection are those cited by the National Education Association:1
It
1, The welfare of the schools and not the location of the teach-:
er's home should govern appointments, '
2, Local teachers are generally more difficult to dismiss in casie
they prove unsatisfactory.
5# School systems need the stimulus that comes from teachers ,1
with a variety of community backgrounds and experience, !
i
This whole discussion regarding the appointment of local residents as
teachers can be dismissed quite tellingly by quoting the prolific Oubberle;
who sagely declares:
The schools exist, in no sense, to afford places for teachers.
No one is entitled by right to a teacher's position except on the one
basis of being the best prepared and the most professionally in earnest
teacher available. In no way should the schools be made local family
affairs, or used for local charitable, political, social, or religious
purpose.
Employment of Married Women as Teachers
During the past few years the agitation against employing married
women as teachers and retaining those who marry while in service has become
more insistent and widespread, A survey of the contanporary educational
scene indicates that cities are more and more frequently formulating regu-
lations prohibiting the employment of married women, despite the fact that
\
i/ Ibid, p, 22^
^ Oubberley, op. cit., p, ^09 •
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there seem to exist more valid reasons for their employ and retention than
,
1
for their dismissal. Needless to say, if these policies are rankly dis-
I
I
criminatory they are going to have a boomerang effect on the educational
I
efficiency of our schools,
j
Those who champion the cause of married woaen teachers inveigh against
the discrimination shown them, arguing that:-^
•••• each case ought to be dealt with on its own merits, that in-
efficient teachers or those lacking professional training should be
excluded whether married or single, that the object is to secure the
best teachers available for the salaries; that so long as a teacher
serves efficiently in the classroom the board has no right to inquire
into his home life, any more than in his religious or political views;
that there are as many reasons why an unmarried woman snould not teach
permanently as there are why a married wcxnan should not; that the marr-*
ied woman question is a part of the large on involving the traditional
restriction of personal freedom ajnong teachers; that discrimination
between married women who support a family and those who are supported
by a husbeind is opposed to the interests of the school; that to prefer
an unmarried woman because she needs the work is almost as poor a
reason as to prefer her because she is the niece of the mayor; that in
the selection of teachers shall the test of celibacy take precedence
over the test of skill and experience in the profession and of general
worth as a teacher?
j
I
The cansideration of practices and policies affecting married women
teachers ,— In any consideration of practices and policies with reference
to women teachers, it seems wise to explore two questions: (a) the employ-
|
ment of married women as new teachers, and (b) the treatment accorded women'
teachers who marry while in service,
A study made by the United States Office of Education in 1951-^ re-
vealed that half of I 7I cities above 50,000 in population had some rule
forbidding the appointment of new women teachers who are married. To learn
\/ Dennis H, Gooke and E, R, Enlow, "Teacher Personnel: Local Residents
and Married Women as Teachers," Review of Educational Research
.
Vol, IV,
(June, 195^), p. 286-88 ,
^ "How School Systems Regard .the Married Teacher," Nation* Schools . Vol,
VIII, (August, 1951 ), p. 84,
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that the average is now considerably higher would come as no great surprise^
inasmuch as all along the line the employment of married women has been sav--'
agely attacked and pilloried.
It was reported in the National Survey of Secondary Educationi/ that
i
wide differences existed in policies and practices with reference to marrie<|'




level, and ergion. The average figures ranged from approximately 68 per
cent of school systems not employing (or ^2 per cent mploying) married
women without dependents to approximately 9 per cent not employing widows.
Between these two extremes were 66 per cent not employing married women
with dependents and per cent not employing married women who are separat^ji
or divorced.
In Washington, D, C. during 192? the question of employing married
women as teachers was made the subject of a city-wide discussion and refer-
endum among the parent-teacher associations and various civic groups. Aftez
much study and discussicn, 57 out of 70 organizations voted in favor of
married women as public school teachers and as normal school students; sever,
j 2/
voted in the negative, and the remaining six were non-comittal.
Perhaps this citation offers little that is of value to this problem.
since the public mind of today is not the public mind of 1927 when there
was no recession, and prosperity was the order of the day and unemployment
negligible. Doubtless many who voted in favor of the employment of married
teachers then would vote adversely now. Again, most organizations have
large women memberships, and their affirmative voting might be explained
l/ Deffenbaugh and Zeigel, op. cit,, p. 22-26,
^ Research Bulletin of the National Education Association , op, cit, p. l6.
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away on the charge of bias*
Referring to a study previously quoted-*''
,
the writer discovers that
in 1951, 2^*4 per cent of nearly 1500 cities above 2500 in population
employed married women as new teachers in 19^0^^! which is certainly not
a very encouraging picture to those who champion the cause of the married
women teacher. The figures for the different population groups varied fro]|^
20,5 per cent for cities 10,000 to ^0,000 in population to ^l,^ per cent
for cities over 100,000 in population,
A comparison with a similar study made in 1928 reveals a marked de-
crease in the consideration given to married women teachers by city school
boards, the average percentage dropping from 59.0 per cent in 1928 to 25*4
per cent in 1951* The greatest decrease was among cities 2500 to 5000
population, 46,9 P©r cent of which employed married women in 1927-28, as
compared with 24,6 per cent in 1950-51
The marriage of women while in service ,— A survey of the literature
reveals that the practices and policies of school boards are more favorably
on the whole, to women teachers who marry while in service then to married
women applicants,
A study made in 1950-51"^ disclosed that in 57*1 P©** c©nt of cities
above 2500 in population, single women teachers who marry while in service
may continue to teach. The corresponding figure was 56,6 per cent in cities
above 100,000 in population. This is approximately one-half more thaji the
percentage of cities which employed married women as new teachers. Of the
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8remaining cities 52*2 per cent required the single woman who marries to rer^
I
sign at once. Twenty-eight and five-tenths per cent required her to resign
at the end of the school year, and 1,2 per cent made her continuance or
,
I
dismissal optional with the board. During the period from 1928 to 19^1 ,
the percentage of cities retaining women who marry dropped from 49.2 per-
cent to 57*1 per cent, again indicating an increasingly less favorable
attitude towards the married woman teacher.
In a similar study McGinnis'^ found that 60 per cent of the school
boards in 255 cities of 25,000 or more population maintained the policy of
not reelecting those women teachers who marry while in service, if they
are not on permanent tenure,
2/
It was reported by Deffenbaugh and Zeigel-^ in their study of I7I
cities above 50#000 in population that women who marry while in service
are required to resign immediately in about 28 per cent of these school Ij
systems. While a cursory glance at the wide variation that exists between '
I!
the findings of these men and the data of McGinnis might lead one to be
skeptical of the conclusions of each or both, it should be understood thati
I
I
the study of McGinnis deals with women who marry while in service and who
|








states, Engelhardt*^ found the following percentages for the states indi-
1/ W, C, McGinnis, "The Married Woman Teacher," School Executives Maggizine
Vol. L, (June, 1951), p. 451-455.
^ Deffenbaiigh and Zeigel, op, cit,, p, 25,
5/ Fred Engelhardt, Public School Organization and Administration . Ginn and
Co,, Boston, 1951 * P» 1<^7»
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.»od 3 ^ •
cated: (1928) Massachusetta, l4,6j Ohio, 15*8; New York, 12,1 j Illinois,
10. 6j Michigan, 10.5; Indiana, 10.0; North Dakota, V/iaconsin, 2.6,
Svunmary of the data .— Despite the fact that these figures and per- i
centages reveal that the tendency is to deprive the married women of a i
right to become or remain members of the teaching profession, it is still
1
1
the ideal that ability should be the only criterion for determining who
i
1
shall be selected for, or retained in a teaching position. i
i
The evidence presented here, of course, does not warrant any final
j
concliisions as to the relative efficiency of single and married women
teachers as groups, nor has the writer made any real attempt to evaluate
the respective efficiency invloved for the measurement of teaching effici-
ency has not yet been developed to the point where hi^ly reliable and
valid comparisons can be made.
Moreover, from the viewpoint of those who oppose discrimination a-
gainst married women as a class, no amount of scientific research comparinj;
groups of single tec^cners .liith groups of married women teachers will ever
give a satisfactory answer to the problem, because of the differences in
[
personality, training, ability, attitudes, and the like.
The ’’Married Woman Teacher** question, therefore, is in a state of
i
great confusion, and there exist strong arguments for both sides, and in i
I
addition there is a rather sharp cleavage of opinion on this question among
both educators and laymen.
Due to economic depression this question has been brought to the fore I
because of the over-supply of teachers, with a consequent demand that
t
married women teachers give way to single women teachers. At the present
time there is too little factual evidence to justify any statement regarding
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1
professional effectiveness of married women teachers compared with those
who are single. Hence, local experience or prejudice is the only basis
upon which one may judge the desirability of preventing married women from
teaching in the schools. It is sufficient to say that the trend today is
to employ the single woman teacher in preference to the married woman
teacher.
Techniques of Selection
An efficient and loyal staff is seldom the result of mere good fortumi
it is nearly always the result of intelligent and far-sighted administra-
tion, All the machinery of administration exists in the last analysis to
insure the selection and retention of able and conscientious teachers, A
never-ending job - a job that cannot and should not be performed blindly
and defensively, but alertly and aggressively, A routine procedvire must
be adopted and adhered to, and a method of scoring candidates must be pre-
sent and utilized.
The question that arises is what should be contained in this routine
of procedure, or, better still, what routine of procediu-e has been fomd
most useful and efficient by the majority of administrators in the selectic
of their teachers.
The elements involved in the routine of procedure,— Lewiei/ is of the
mind that before the superintendent proceeds to adopt methods for the gath-
ering of data concerning applicants for teaching positions, he should have
clearly in mind the kind of work that is to be performed and the type of
person needed for its performance, and suggests that the following outline
would prove helpful to him:-








1* The duties of the position,
2. The character of the work.
The amount of the work,
4. The number and types of the pupils,
5, The hours of work,
6. The minimum educational qualifications,
7 . The additional qualifications such as education, special
training, and technical skills,
8, The pre-service experiences needed,
9, The working conditions,
10, The physical requirements,
11, The special personal qualities that seem desirable.
Another authorit; states that the most frequently desired and most
»



























Educations amount, subject of specialization for professionij
al certificate, participation in extra-curricular activities
Experiences amoimt, nature, character process, dates and
places; including supervision or "coaching* activities.
Scholarship,




General success in school and community.
Cooperation and loyalty.
Age,
Health and freedom from physical defects.
Marital status.
Height and weight.
Tact and ability to get on with pupils and parents.
Special weaknesses likely to affect teaching ability.
Social qualities.
Salary desired.
Possibility of professional growth.
Enthusiasm and interest in work,
Chxirch affiliation.
General culture.
Granted that these are the items of information that superintendents
are desirous of securing about prospective teachers, what items among thes'5
do they regard as being most important and least important?
Carr reports that Franklin (Ray Franklin, The Selection of Teachers :
Iin Cities
, p. 15-16.) in a study made of teacher selection in 85 out of
\/ Douglass, op, cit,, p, 95
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2, Experience 10 50
5. Professional success 10 50
4, Professional growth 5 20
5. Professicmal interview 5 25
6. Results of physical examination 0 10
7. Competitive examination 7 90
8, Aptitude test score 0 20
Other factors mentioned by Carr as being included by certain superin
tendents, with their weightings are:
High school and college record 75 per cent
Confidential recommendations 20 M
Personal appearance 20 • a
Character evidence 20 n a
Culture and social experience 20 M a
Teaching experience 10 n a
Personality 5 N a
In the main then the findings of Franklin serve to corroborate the
data of the National Survey, at least insofar as the list of items is con-
cerned, It is interesting to note that both of these reports indicate that
administrators place more weight upon the candidate's professional training
his teaching experience, and his teaching ability than they do upon any
other single factor.
The methods used in the selection of teachers ,— The National Educatioi^
Association^ reports that the majority of administrators are using some or
all these means of collecting data on applicants for teaching positions
s
application blanks, reference blanks, personal interviews, written examina-
^ William G, Carr, "Recent Changes and Current Practices in Personnel Ad-
ministration," Modern School Administration , edited by John C, Almack,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1955> P» 57-58.
^ Research Bulletin of the National Education Association , op, cit,, p, 24
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tions, physical examinations, classroom observations, and investigations of
scholastic records and other qualifications*
Granrud-i/ feels that the methods being employed for the selection of
teachers may be reduced to three:
1, Selection on the basis of a study of the personnel files of
candidates.




d. Letter of reference,
e. Written tests (used in relatively few cities),
2. Selection on the basis of a study of the personnel files of
candidates plus personal interviews,
5 . Selection on the basis of a study of the personnel files of
candidates plus personal interviews plus observation of their teaching,
Frazier^ believes that the most common methods are indicated by the
National survey of Secondary Education which shows the percentage of new
teachers employed for the year 1929-50 who were located by various means
in city and county school systems. The percentages of 6,079 new city ele-
mentary and secondary school teachers located by different methods or agen-
cies were found to be the following:
Applications by individual teachers
Placement bureaus of higher institutions
Private teachers-agencies
City teacher-training schools
Visit of employers to other schools
Visits to higher- institution to inter-
view department heads
Visits to higher institutions to observe
practice teachers
State appointment bvireaus
State teachers' association bureaus















1/ Greinrud, op. cit., p, 57 .
^ B, W, Frazier, "When a Teacher Goes Job Hunting," Nation's Schools . Vol
XVI, (December, 1925), p, 25-26*
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i It is clear from the foregoing lists that employers rely more heavily
!
I
upon application by individual teachers than upon any other method or agency,
\
{
It must be apparent, however, to every administrator that sole reliance
t
i
should not be placed upon the chance receipt of application as a means of
i
i locating good teachers, but that this method of securing data should be re-
I
j-
inforced or supplemented by other methods, to the end that the best quali-
I
fied teacher can be secured,




selection of teachers should Involve, if complete and significant data is
I
desired, the following items and content-matter:
li
ji Application blanks: education, experience, age, health, marital
I; status, height and wei^t, salary desired, chiirch affiliation, subject
jj





Reference : (l) previous instructors: scholarship, character, per- 1
II sonal appearance, personality traits, social qualities, intelligence;
Ij (2) school officials: experience, ability to maintain order, teaching
j
ability, character, personal appearance, cooperation and loyalty,
j
j
health, traits of personality, defects, social qualities, probability
I of professional growth, enthusiasm and interest in work.
||




Classroom visitation : scholarship, the ability to maintain order,
! teaching ability, teaching personality, enthusiasm, and interest in
i work,
j
Summary of data .— In analyzing the foregoing material, it can be dis-
I
j
cerned that administrators and authorities in general are of the persuasion
!









It is also quite obvious that writers on educational topics are con-
vinced that prospective teachers should be chosen only on a basis of




their training, experience, and personal fitness for their work, and that
the possession or absence of these qualities should be determined by method^
or techniques that are objective, impartial, and comprehensive.
The most common methods of collecting information, from the informatiorj
from the information received, seem to lie in the use of (a) application
blanks, (b) personal interviews, (c) letters of reference, and (d) competi-
tive examinations, academic and physical.
Use of Application Blanks
Some type of formal application blanks is almost universally used as a
convenient method of securing desirable information concerning prospective
teachers. Several studies have been made of the content-matter of applica-
tion blanks, and all tend to show that superintendents depend upon them for
most of their information.
The analysis of application blanks ,— Deffenbaugh and Zeigel"^ have
found that the items of information called for in application blanks may be
classified into about six general categories: (l) general information, (2)
personal data, ( 5 ) educational preparation, ( 4 ) educational experience, (5)
references, and (6) miscellaneous information.
These authorities cite Wang2/ who analyzes I90 blanks from cities of
5,000 to more than 50,000 in population, including 55 from county superin-
tendents, and 21 from private teachers' agencies, and found that the fre-
quency with which the itans are present in the categories mentioned above
Deffenbaugh 'and Zeigel, op, cit,, p, 45-44,
^ Charles K. A, Wang, "A Study of the Basic Information Utilized, in Employ-
ing Teachers in the United States," Education
.
Vol, XIII, (February, 1928)
p, 555-74 .
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i6oriioi£i xd hentM-i^d^b oc blucm Qeiollemp oafuii Ic »oao%da ^o rx>Jse69aoq ariJ"
.aviaflifls‘x<iicoo ijiiP taviioe^ic sib j-atij a^uptsuioei
-so
9/W’ 001^ tCscjcJ'jatjrxo^ni -^ni^ooIXcj lo efcc£i,fMio iSCi,TOc o ^e*d0 erfT-
noii^oiXqqa (b) lo Baw artJ cil aiX oj' rBjS ^baviaoBt noi-Jauno^ini »xlJ^ xaoi!t
(r) Lna «9oae*:&l«*x lo (a) ,8»aiviaJni I®ncsit>q (d) ^astaBld
.Xi»ci8V^ Lita oitnooMCA » aflc id-oaiMaxe sviJ
aoIruBtS nol^aoilqqA io aeU
£ aa boeu xLLda-iv.-vlcuj dacmlB Qi aslaaid rtoidaoiXqqB X/utno^ *0 o^IXd taoS
avidoaqao'tq ^ni«*xBOfK>o x>c idasio^nl aIdBiJtati> inlxaooe 1c LccUfem JneXaovnoo
•BoX^qqB lo le^dfui-iiiasnob arid lo tbinn nead Bvari oelbwda XaievoS .aiarbeod
10I oexid ncqw fen^qal) Qdne-brfodxiinoqA/a *furiv^ Foiia od fcnod XXa i/oa »axnBXd ,'ti.iJ
.rridflanro'tal tierij 1© J«ca:
\ J
avBxi Xo3i9S bna riit^i/edfialldd - -. ai^^Id itoidioiXqcfl I0 eXaYlBxxb
od iciim a>xisXd xicXdaoiiqqja al lel balXjo noidBonoIrtt lo acradJ 9iid didd bmxol
(S) txxidicnolni (X) ift.5iic^odBo XB-ranaxt xia dtodfi odxil boilieaBlo
(c) ,ftomli©qx© XBf»Xdjfoirb© (4^) ^noidBi/^aiq Xancjidiiaub© (^) ^Bdab Xancaioq
• iridBtaicIni RiJoanBXXeoaXffi (^) fcne , aeonaiolat
*io aeldio ffloil aakiBld O^X eo^rqXiuxd cxtir N^^neV edic seidiioxidi/a eaerf?
-^i^oqiJ8 X'^nuoo xnotl ^^oXbuIoni .,flo2d£l«qoq ni OOOtCC oerid ©loo cd 00C«2
“Sil and djurid i»/iuc1 b/tB ^^aiarw^B 'e-i;»rfon©d ddBviaq oo-Tl IS bus ^adAebnad
©Tcdij bofloidnea aaiiosadBO odd nX dxieaoKq «t£ a<u&di odd il*^2xiw ddivr
.q ,,dIo .qq jXosloS txsB \x
•\oIqu3 nj boxiXxdU tx idBuioInX clasH ot^d I0 K* tica’I?- -A .X aoliarih ‘\^
, Y^BiJ•Ido'J) ,XIIX .XoV .aoidJ4Cx.i>^ ,«edj»d2 badinU ©rid al aictwjaol j./ti
are as follows:
1, Items of general information ^ Items such as the nsane of the
applicant, the date, the address of the applicant, position desired,
telephone number, and the like were reported in from 60 to 100 per cen‘
.
of the blanlcs,
2. Items of a personal nature . The items of age, height, weighti
health, salary, religious affiliation, martial status, were reported ik
from 7S to 96 per cent of the blanks. Other items of a personal natur t
such as the status of the applicant as widowed or divorced, race, birtl l
place, and the condition of sight or hearing were found in only from 8
to 26 per cent of the blanks,
5. Items of educational preparation . Items such as high school
attended, years in high school, normal school attended, years in norma
school, college attended, years in college, college degree, and time o
graduation were reported in from 70 "to 96 per cent of the blanks.
Other educational items such as number of hours in education, elemen-
tary schools attended, high school credits, normal school credits,
college credits, and educational courses were found on from 11 to 20
per cent of the application blanks analyzed,
4. Items of educational experience . The location of schools,
number of months taught, grades and subjects taught, and inclusive
dates of experience at various schools were reported by Wang in from
70 to 85 per cent of the application blanks. Other sources such as
reason for leaving positions, salary received, eind number of teachers
s
in the system were found in from 17 to 25 per cent of the blanks,
5. Items requesting names of references . More than 95 per c«it
of the application blanks request the names of references acquainted
with the work of the applicant,
6. Miscellaneous information . More than 6l per cent of the blanks
requested a photograph of the candidates. About 4^ per cent asked whe|ji
work could be started, A large number of other miscellaneous items
are found on application blanks, but not many are found on more than a
few forms.
The frequency with which certain items appear on application blanks as
reported by Wang clearly demonstrates the assertion made by Deffenbaugh and
Zeigel that the items of information called for may be reduced into the six
general categories already mentioned, and in order in which they appear.
In 1920 Almack^ reported a study of teacher qualifications on the
basis of the information asked on 156 different application blanks. The
list consisted of 70 different items appearing at least once. The 25 items
1/ John C, Alinack, *The Selection of a Teacher,* American School Board
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having the greatest frequency are said to be as follows:"^





Education Last Salary Photograph
Experience Position Wanted Defects
Age Expect to begin School Activities
i
Married Church Membership Subjects or Grades
Certificate Special Subjects Foreign Language
Health Salary Expected Graduate Study
Height When Available Children






An acceptable application blank is defined by Hugjdear^ as one which
enables the applicant to give specific verifiable information on the follow-
ing points: "(a) general educational preparation; (b) special training for
position sought; (c) nature and extent of teaching experience; (d) activi-
ties other them teaching previously engaged in; (e) references both as to
scholarship and experiaice; and (f) a recent photograph*"
Summary of data :— In general, therefore, in light of the testimony of
students of educational research, the information called for in application
blanks may be classified as follows:
1. Personal data : facte concerning age, physique, citizenship*
2* Training ; high school, normal school, university, and special
courses*
5* Experience : amount, kind, dates of, and place* Included under thi i
heading could come other types of experience besides that of teaching*
4 . Ability to teach special subjects or to direct social subjects*
This includes music, art, athletics. Boy or Girl Scouts, dramatic and simi-
y Loc* cit*
' ^ W, H* Hughes, "How to Select the Best Teachers," Nation’s Schools * Vol*
XIII, (January, 19^4), p* 57*
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5, References , A list of names or addresses of representative pro-
fessional men and women who are competent to speak of the candidate's
qualifications*
It goes without saying that the application blanks must be so arranged
that it demands objective answers and not pxirely suggestive ones* For ex-
ample, matters of opinion and judgaent concerning the applicant's own abil-
ity, questions concerning the habits of the teacher, questions concerning
private and personal matters should be ruled out since the answers given
will be neither adequate nor reliable* For reliable answers to such ques-
tions as the above type recoxurse must be had by the administrator to the
letters of recommendation submitted by disinterested persons*
Letters of Recommendation
Inasmuch as so many systems make use of reference blanks and other
types of written communication with references, the question naturally a-
rises as to the value of these recommendations and to the extent of their
reliability*
The reliability of letters of recommendation *— Deffenbaugh and Zeigel- <
report that Vick-^ in a study of the written recommendation as a factor in
selecting teachers came to the conclusion that;
"(l) written recommendations are used in the selection of about
90 per cent of the high school teacher®, (2) the forms of the recom-
mendations desired by superintendents most frequently are (a) answers
to specific questions, (b) general letters in answer to specific ques-
Deffenbaugh and Zeigel, op* cit*, p. 54*
2/ Claude E* Vick, A Study of the Written Recommendation as a Factor in the
Selection of Teachers * Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of IllinoiSj
1929, 60 p* ms*
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tione, and (c) imderlined words and phrases, and (5) the 10 traits
most desired in teachers by superintendents and principals are in or-
der of their rank: Understanding of children, cooperation and loyalty
discipline, integrity and sincerity, professional growth and interest,
adaptability and resourcefulness, sense of justice, self-control, in-
itiative and self-reliance, skill and care in assignment*
Vick’s study covers in concise and comprehensive style the content-
matter that administrators believe should be contained in letters of recom-
mendations, and the forme they believe should be employed. The problem tha'l|
has yet to be settled is whether or not the answers can be relied on.
In 1926 Dozier-^ analyzed 1
,
1^2 letters of recommendation in the filej
of the teachers ’ appointment committee of the University of Texas and con-
cluded that:
”(l) the value of recommendations varies with the point of view
and the training of those who write them, (2) great care should be ex-
ercised in the formulation of rating sheets for collecting data con-
cerning the ability of teachers, ( 5 ) such forms should fit the point o^
view and training of those who make use of them, (4) the value of re-
commendations depends in a measure upon the amount of detail recorded,
and (5) all writers of recommendations place large emphasis upon the
social qualities of teacher,"
Almack-^ examined ^Od letters of recommendation written by faculty mem-'
bers of the University of Oregon for the purpose of determining rankings of
traits emphasized by faculty members in writing about 56 candidates, and of
discovering the mental attitudes of the writers. He found the rankings of
the traits to be in the following orders scholarship, personality, characteif
earnestness, industriousness, intelligence, reliability, capability, origin-
ality, enthusiasm, interest, conscientiousness, tact, common sense and ex-
1/ Meriam Dozier, "Confidential Recommendations as a Basis for Selecting
Teacher," Journal of Educational Research, Vol, XIV, (December, 1926),
p, 554-5 ,
2j John C, Almack, "An Important Element in Teacher Selection," American
School Board Journal
.
Vol* LXIV, (February, 1922), p, 55“54.
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perience, 1/
From a study of these traits Almack^ reached the conclusion that re-
liability of opinion must be increased and gave four constructive sugges-
tions: "(l) that inquiries eshould be made more explicit, (2) contain ex-
plicit directions, ( 5 ) be few and restricted to those that are inqjortant,
and (4) contain a rough rating scale,"
Hoi lingworth^
,
in discussing the value of letters of recommendations,
observes -that they disagree in that: (a) acqxiaintances differ in their estijf
mate of the traits of a candidate, and (b) the disagreement is with the
trait and also with the candidate judged. He presents data which show that
the hi^er a trait stands in a list or grouping, the greater the value of a
single testimonial. He further finds that there is an evident disagreement
among those judging traits or characteristics sof a teacher; and that neithe^-
the reliability nor the validity of such letters has yet reached a point
where letters of recommendation are an effective instrument for use in the
employment of teachers; and that the common sources of errors found in let-
ters of recommendation can be classified as follows:
1, "Halo effect,"
2, Pitfalls in rating schemes,
5 . Central tendency of judgment, which tends to deflect all
judgments toward an average,
4. Preeminently predominant traits.
The discussion, therefore, in the literature reflects the fact that
while very little research has been devoted to the problem of reliability
of letters of recommendation, yet the few articles on the subject reveal
1/ Loc. cit,
£/ Loc, cit,
^ Harry L, Hollingworth, "Common Sources of Error," Vocational Psychology
and Character Analysis , D. Appleton Co., New York, 1929, p, 124-129,
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that authorities in general believe that greater reliability can be had if
reference blanks be used, if the questions asked be few, if specific answe:
be called for in the letters of reconmiendation and if a rating sheet be U8^|i
to determine objectively the answers furnished*
In 195^ Morrisset-^ addressed a questionnaire to ^00 superintendents
and 500 high school principals, and, on the basis of the replies he re-
ceived, evolved the following set of criteria to be used in evaluating a
letter of recommendations
1* The writer (position, professional attitude, academic stand-
ards.)
2. The writer’s opportunity to observe, actually know, and evalu •
ate candidate as a teacher*
The professional relaticaaship between the writer and the
teacher recommended.
4, The kind of letter (closed.)
5. The tone of the letter (professional, sincere, frank, and can •
did.)
6, The quality of information revealed in the letter (specific,
relevant, accurate, complete.)
7 . The contents of the letter relative to the candidate (breadth
of interest, personality traits, personal appearance, training and pre;i*
aration, instructional skill, ability to get along with pupils, abilit;
to acquire and maintain confidence, professional relations with employ •
ers, teaching success, professional attitude, character, writer’s per-
sonal, subjective rating of the teacher as compared with other high
school teachers, writer’s opinion about the teacher’s promise of growtl
.
in the profession*)
8* Recency of the letter*
Summary of data*— A survey of the literature indicates that letters oj
recommendation usually cover such points as the followings ability of the
candidate to discipline or control a class, ability to instruct, moral
character, personality, scholarship, willingness to cooperate, and loyalty
to the school*
The value of credentials, references, letters of recommendation are
^ Lloyd N, Morris set. Letters of Recommendation . Thesis,
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conditioned by their reliability. For the most part they can not be said
that they are very dependable, despite the fact that the large majority of
administrators make use of them.
While it is true that they often contain very valuable information,
and in a real sense serve as protection to the appointing authority, they
do not determine finally whether or not the applicant is all that the let-
ters purport him to be, although it is true that they may indicate whether
he is entitled to further eonsideration,
A great deal depends upon the writer's attitude towards the applicant,
the length of time he has known him, the amount of time the writer has spen i
in filling out the letter, and his knowledge of the position to which the
applicant aspires. Then, too, much depends on the way in which the answers
received are scored. If a rating scale is not utilized by the administra-
tor, not only is the letter apt to remain mere subjective and biased opin-
ion, but also the findings of the administrator.
The recommendation, therefore, is that the adminstrator should not
judge the candidate solely upon the evidence presented in the letter of re-
commendation, but should further evaluate him by such means as classroom




The Personal Interview of Applicants
One of the most widely used methods of securing information concerning
applicants is the personal interview. Nearly all school systems, both
i
I
large and small, make use of this procedure,
A study of the National Education Association^/ reveals that in 16
I 1/ Research Bulletin of National Education Association , op, cit,, p, 24,
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cities of over 100,000 population, the procedure of personally interviewing
the candidate is followed by 89*A per cent of the cases; and that in 184
cities of from 50,000 to 100,000 population, the procedure is followed in
97*4 per cent of the cases; and that in 5^8 cities of from 10,000 to 50>000
population, the procedure is used in 96»5 per cent of the cases; and that
for all population groups questioned, including those of 10,000 population
and below, the procedure is used in 95 per cent of the cases.
The elements of a successful interview ,— Since a good interview re-
quires considerable skill and planning on the part of the interviewer,
Steiner^ urges that the interviewer use the following principles of gui-
dances
1, Keep control of the situation by judging carefully the qxaalit;r
of salesmanship used by the candidate as distinguished from his qualit;r
as a teacher.
2, The interview must be entirely free from personal embarrass-
ment on the part of the applicant Make every applicant so sure of
a fair hearing that he can satisfactorily present his best qualities,
5. The person interviewing applicants should be able to visualize
or to list the qualities which a successful teacher must have in the
position which he is desiring to fill,
4. The interviewer should use a list or an outline of qualitie8c|
on what he desires to be informed and a score card of some kind for re-
cording the results of the interview,
Corey-^ would extend the range of the personal interview beyond the
candidate and seek to interview the person submitting the references. In
this respect, he seems to stand alone. The best that can be said about thiti
suggestion is that it is novel, with its chief merit seemingly lying in its
novelty,
M, A, Steiner, "The Technique of Interviewing Teacher," American School
Board Journal
.
Vol. LXXV (June, 1928), p, 65-66,
£/ S. M, Corey, "Interview in Teacher Selection," Journal of Educational
Research
.




! The same authority claims that experimental evidence has clearly dem-
onstrated that it is impossible to judge chsiracter and personality traits
by means of the interview, and that the selection being unique, affects




The answer that can be made to these objections is that "experimental
j
evidence" may have proved that it is impossible to judge character and per-
[
sonality traits, when the interviewer makes no preparation for the inter-
j
view or fails to make use of a rating scale. If, however, he follows the
I
advice given by Steiner, the writer, for one, believes that a fairly accu-
/ rate estimate can be had of the candidate as a personality. Then, too, if
! the candidate finds it impossible to adjust himself to the new situation,
j
I




the new teaching position? A teacher must have poise and confidence; if he
<
j






! It must be understood that no attempt is being made here to urge that
' this procedure be used as the "be-all and the end-all" of teacher selection







As to who should conduct the interview, the answer appears to be the
j





A survey conducted by Deffenbaugh and Zeigel-^/ indicates that the most
|| frequent practice in cities ranging in size from 2,500 to ^0*000 population
It
I \J Deffenbaugh and Zeigel, op, cit,, p, 65-64,
I
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is for the superintendent to do the interviewing; and that in cities of more
l|
than 50,000 population, the increasingly complex school organization fre- jl
quently cause superintendents to delegate this function of interviewing to ,
i
'
heads of departments, supervisors, or assistant superintendents*
j
!|
The most important fact remains that regardless of who conducts the in4-
terview, superintendents should bear in mind that while the personal inter-j;
J
view is not ein infallible interview, it is, however, a valuable means of
|
determining personal qualifications of prospective teachers, provided the
1
'





Should all candidates be required to take examinations in prescribed ij
ji
subjects, or should candidates holding certificates of graduation from ap- li
proved institutions be granted certificates of qualification without such
examinations? The question is answered in various states and in different
cities according to the relative value placed on examinations and on record*
of work in school,
A survey of the literature reveals that the written examination as a
device for the selection of teachers is apparently little used by the
smaller city school systems, but is quite generally used by school systems
located in cities of over 100,000 population, Deffenbau^ and Zeigel*^
find that written eind oral examinations for teaching positions are held in
jl
only about 4 per cent of the city school systems, and then in only the
11
|l
larger systems; and that the value of these examinations lies in the manner!
t'
in which the tests are constructed, administered, and interpreted, |
i
1/ Deffenbaugh and Zeigel, op, cit,, p, 75*
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Their findings are substantiated by a study of the National Education jl
1/ 'iAssociation-^ which reveals that about 5 P®r cent of all the cities report-^;
ing in require prospective teachers to take written examinations,
j|
!j
and that more than half of the cities having such a requirement are over !|
;i
!l
100,000 in population. ii
2/One authority'^ has urged that there be in effect in every school ;
i'




1. An arrangement for accepting certificates of graduation from
reputable and approved institutions. These institutions to be approved
by the proper school authorities and to be based on examinations of
J{
the adequacy of the institution to give the amomt and character in-
l
dicated in eligibility requirements or in prescribed examinations.
[j
2. A system of examinations for those who can not, for any rea- !
son, qualify under the certificate system. The examination should Ij
test the candidate's knowl«,dge of the subject or subjects which he or
jj
she wishes to teach, and such other allied subjects as may be consid-
!j
ered essential. The professional examination should test the candi- |!
date's knowledge of principles and methods of teaching, and his or her'j
work-in the classroom.
While this authority believes that this eligibility plan can be carr
I
out, yet there exists some grave reasons for doubting that the plan will be!
I
as successful in operation as he seems to think. For one thing, the admin-1




automatically certified for teaching positions in his school system, and to|
deny that same privilege to graduates of other institutions on the groundse.
that the course given has been, and is, an inferior one runs into some very
serious difficulties.
Again, the charges of bias and prejudice will be hurled as soon as some
applicants are required to tedce examinations in order to be certified for
1/ Bulletin of the National Education Association , op, cit,, p, 24,
g/ Ballou, op. cit,, p, 181,
M
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teaching positions, while others, more favored, are considered to be exempti
i:
from this requirement* 'i
l|
It is quite true that many examinations as they are now drawn up give
|j
I
one strong reason to believe that they do not validly test teaching abilityj,
|l
Experience has revealed all too fully that the teacher who makes a good ij
|i
grade In English may not be a success in teaching the same subject, and may
jl
also be a failure in discipline, and also be ignorant of the principles, '•
I:
methods, and goals of teaching. j
Again, there is strong reason to believe that some are not always re-
liable, As many investigations have shown, wide variation will be found inj
j,
the grades assigned the same paper by different persons, and the same per soil
I
marking the same paper at different times will assign also varying values.
The himian element is present to a great degree, and all the defects which
j






Many school systems are now requiring that a certificate of health be
j|
filed with the superintendent's office before the appointment is made,
jj
The National Education Association^ reports that for 1,494 city schoo]|
i
systems physical examinations are required in from 8,9 per cent of the sys- 1
'!
terns from 2,500 to 5,000 population to 49.4 per cent of the cities- of moreojl
than 100,000 population. Approximately 16,5 per cent of the total number I'
of cities reporting require physical examinations,
||
While it is lamentably true that many of our administrators do not conj
li
aider seriously the necessity of a teacher being in sound health, one authoi^t-
li
1/ Bulletin of -the National Education Association, op. cit,, p. 24, Ij
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, ity^, at least, believes that before any attempt is made at the final se-
t
!
lection of a teacher, the administrator should request the applicant to file
I
!
a certificate, either from the school or from a local physician, stating
I
j
that the candidate has been examined by him and found to be mentally sound
I
i and free from defects of hearing or contagious disease, and of sufficiently
j





too, urges that some assurance be had of the sound physical
I health of the candidate, so as to protect the children's welfare and to
J
i guard against undue requests for sick leave and retiring allowances.
!
I Authorities seem to be agreed that the argument which holds that the
i
! requirements of a certificate of health invade the rights of the teacher
ij has precisely the same value as the corresponding argument against compul-
t|
|! sorary participation in a teachers' retirement system. The physical and men
li
ji tal condition of the teacher should be ascertained in order that the well-
il
Ij
being of the pupil will not be endangered by his coming into contact with a
jj
teacher who suffers from some physical or mental disease. Them, too, the
1 !
physical efficiency of a teacher is dependent upon the state of his health
||
I
and his freedom from bodily defects, so much so that the instructional phase
j
of his work is bound to be affected by his disorders, physical and mental,
I
I
It is true that an examination of the literature fails to show to what
I
I
extent physical disabilities are handicaps to success in teaching, yet the
nature of the work leads one to conclude that certain aeaknesses or physical
defects in a teacher would be distinctly undesirable because of the psycho-
j
logical effect which they might have on his pupils,
I Cubberley, op, cit,, p. 5IO,







It is recommended, therefore, that each school system require of its J
M
i;
teachers a certificate of health, to the end that better teaching efficiency
jl
might be had, sick leaves be less common, and premature retirement because
jj
i}






Although there are other items of procedure in the selection of teach-
|
ers, such as reports from teachers* agencies and college appointment bureauil,
il
examination of scholastic records, giving the candidate a trial in the locai
'!
system, visiting of other systems, and the like, it is felt that they have
||
been included or could be included under one or more of the techniques al- jl
I
'j
ready discussed, and that to dwell upon these, which are procedures used buii
' *1
by relatively few administrators, would be to add little that is not alreadjjf
known and appreciated,
|j
In conclusion it can be stated that surveys of practices in the selec-l|
tion of teaching personnel show a wide variety of techniques used by differ*!
!
ent school systems. This wide variety is well summarized by Wangi/, who com-
ments :
The practice concerning the items of information secured in em-
ploying teachers by the various officials throughout the country is
very indefinite and lacking in uniformity. From the simplest method
of relying upon evidence of graduation from normal school to the most
complicated process of evaluating a stack of documents including appli4j
cation blariks, reference blanks, scholastic records, statements from !
former superintendents, teachers' agency reports, and possibly other I
papers, as well as going through. personal conferences and demonstration
teachings, there is almost an unmeasurable and indescribable range of I
variation among the various school officials. Not only do they vary
|
from one another in their methods of securing information on their l|
prospective teachers and in the items of information they try to secur^li
but also they do not follow always the same procedure among themselves
\J Oharies K. 'a, Wang, "A Study of the Basic Information Utilized in Employ-^
ing Teachers in the United States," Education
.
Vol, XLVIII, (February, 1926i)
p, 5^5, |!
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for all applicants coming to their own attention.
Thus it is evident that much additional research will be necessary be-ji
for the selection of teachers can be placed upon a scientific basis. One i
I
authority believes that "the criterion of teaching success should become
j
!
more and more a combination of definitely defined goals and methods of a- ij
ii
chieving them toward which teachers may consciously strive, rather them the.'
often indefinite, intangible, and personal concepts of success, on the basi
of which we are at present striving to make adequate professioml judgments
Yet out of this welter of wide variation in plans for the selection of|j
teachers emerges one which not only is representative of the beet thought
and writing on the subject, but is also in conformity with the techniques
li
already subscribed to in this paper. The following plan of procedure is on
that has been proposed by Cooke^, but is not entirely original with hims-
Ij
T ''
4 . Function of board of education
. j:
A. If state law permits, the responsibility for teacher se-I;
lection should be delegated to the superintendent or to the official
j;
head of the school system. (Note by writer: The laws of Massachusetts
pertaining to the conduct of school systems makes it mandatory that the
superintendent nominate and the school committee consider such nomina-jl
tion.) ij
B. Board should only approve or disapprove the nominations.
j|
C. If nominations are rejected, the board should not have ll
the authority to make further nominations. It should await further r
{
nominations from the superintendent*
1
II. Function of the Superintendent . 1
A, Providing the necessary forms. i
1. Occupational description forms.
a. Should set forth definitely what is to be ex-
jpected of candidate.
b. Should indicate what will be available to candl,
date.
c. Should indicate the nature of the teaching and !
living conditions.
.0/
\J Ernest W, Tiegs, An Evaluation of Some Techniques of Teacher Selection
.
I Public School Publishing Co., 1928, Bloomington, Illinois, p. 29.
^ Dennis H. Cooke, Problems of the Teaching Personnel . Longmans, Green emd
Co,, p. 195-196»
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a. These forms should contain enough exact information
,j




b. Questions should be included which will show general'
professional attitude and enthusiasm in so far as possible, |i
Reference forms, |!
tt, Printed forms should be used, |'
b. Weigiited answers should be requested,
!j
c. Forms should be complete enough to give comprehen- !|
sive and accurate picture,
B, Getting candidates,
1, Keep in touch continually with teachers* colleges, col- |j




2, Mark out likely candidates at teachers' meetings, assocH'
ations during personal visitations, etc, \
Make use of commercial teachers' agencies as last resort ,!
4, Select the best candidates who apply for specific posi- i
tions on their own initiative, \
C, Getting information regarding candidates, 1
1, Through reference forms,
jj
2. From application forms,
}j
5. Personal interview, 1
^
r
a. Interview should be friendly but businesslike, i!
b. May take somewhat the nature of an oral examination,'
c. Determine how well candidate adjusts himself to
|
various types of questions,
|
4, Physical examination where facilities are available,
j
5. Photograph taken witliin three years of date of applica-
tion, i
a. Photograph voineceseary when personal interview is I
possible,
I
D, Basis for selection,
.1, Training,
a. School from which teacher comes,
b. Major and minor subjects or special preparation,
c. Professional work,
d. Scholastic achievement,
e. Training in extra-cxirricular activities,
2. Experience,
a. Previous experience preferable at least two or three
years, ji
b. Apparent successein previous position, i
c. Evidence of professional improvement while teaching,''
5 . An analysis of candidate's personal, social, moral, physijr




4, A written examination unnecessary luiless in very large Ij
systems (100,000 or more population), jl
I
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The significance of the data «— Although the practice of holding
written examinations is confined to but a few school systems, and then
mostly in the larger ones, it would appear that any well-conducted plan of ij
|l
examination is almost certain to be better than unaided snap judgment, ij
ij
which is the usual alternative* It cannot be denied that the use of exami-|
nations in conjvinction with the procedures already discussed will be a mean^
!
of bringing to pass a very high selective process of teacher selection*
j
That this impression is being acquired by many administrators is
j




Like all the other methods of selection that have been discussed in
j
I
the thesis so far, it must be borne in mind that these examinations are not|
intended to be used as the only means, but merely as one of the means, as
jj
an essential part of the whole process of teacher selection* They also
jj
I
tend to serve as an efficient means of lessening the political pressure i
that is exerted upon administrators; that, of course, is one of the reasons!
I
for their growing use*
i
Therefore, there is good reason to believe that well-constructed tests ii
P
carefully administered by educational experts, and as carefully scored will!!
Ij
continue to be of considerable value in aiding administrators to choose l'
teachers wisely and well. The school system itself will condition the planij
ji
of certification by written examinations. If the school system is able to
j!
put into execution a sound plan of examinations, the plan will be a valuabl|
one; if it finds itself unable to do this, the plan will be unwise and dan-
gerous*
Similarly, the requirement of a physical examination of the candidate
*1
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I should be made a part of the rules and regulations of the school coBmittee i
'
ll
i becaiise it protects the pupils from teaching of an inferior order and the ‘j
I
school system from undue requests for sick leave and for disability and re-ji




to file evidence of good health with the superintendent and the candidate
I j





Vifith respect to the plan of procedure for the selection of teachers £
ij
it must be pointed out that in order for this plan to work well under all !
conditions, the proper functions of each participating agency must be re- '
j
cognized. The functions of each participant must be clearly defined, so
,
ii
that the responsibility of each is fixed, end hence accountability can be i|
insisted upon. There should be no opportunity for misunderstanding of duty^i
!i
or for evasion of responsibility or accountability,
i'
An attempt has been made in this chapter to formulate from the data at||
hand &n ideal plan of procedure for the selection of teachers. The variousj'
techniques of teacher selection that have been discussed and analyzed are
!|
i;
fovind in operation in the various school systems throughout the country, I]t
I'
must be noted, too, that while every technique mentioned here is used in
;j
li
actual practice today, the combination of these techniques is not apparent-
ly being used in any one city. Several cities, however, appear to approxi-}
I
mate the procedure recommended here,
{
In the next chapter the rules and regulations ccncerning the selection'
J
of teachers in the city of Cambridge will be analyzed with a view to dis-
j
covering how closely the plan of teacher selection in effect there appro- l‘
ximates the one advocated here, which has the superintendent of the school
!|
|i
system in full ccntrol of the selection of teachers, the school committees ij
ii
j|
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^ng this inspection of the rules and regulations, an evaluation will be made
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It is hoped that the practices and techniques used in the selection of i
I
I
teachers in the various cities of the co\antry have been so presented, inter^t
•
li
preted, and characterized that they are capable of being comprehended by all*
Ij
In order that the essential results of this study may be readily understood^
i;
it is now planned to evaluate the system of teacher selection in Cambridge,)!
|i
Massachusetts on the basis of the data amassed in Chapter Two.
jj
In view of the attending circumstances it seems fair and logical to
segregate one administrative technique from the others, and to characterizec
;i
ji
the process of teacher selection in Cambridge as good or bad, as the facts
i!
i!
warrant. Since any method of selecting teachers depends for its operation
'j
on, and is conditioned the kind of administrative agenciesaestablishedj;
it seems equally desirable to consider first the agencies which do the se-
lecting and electing, namely, the superintendent of schools and the school
committee.
The Procedure in Making Appointments in Cambridge
I
In the previous chapter it was established that the board of educationjj
is a lay body, and that it is a deliberative and not an executive body, Itp
function is to consider educational policies and decide, for example, what i
kinds of schools the system, needs and how much the public can afford to
pay for them. In considering these matters it should obtain the advice and!!
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counsel of its professional adviser, the superintendent of schools. Becausff
ij
the school committee consists of laymen, and because its function should bej
|l
deliberative and not executive, the committee should not directly discharge 1^
I'
the important technical and executive function of selecting teachers.
It also was established that the superintendent of schools is the com-':
mittee’s chief professional executive. It is his chief function to carry r
into execution the policies of the committee and to perform the executive e
j|
functions for which the committee is officially responsible. As an officeril
1|
of the committee he has no authority except that delegated to him by the
j
I
committee or conferred on him by law. Inasmuch as the selection of teacherij
i
is a professional and executive function it should be performed by the su-
perintendent, subject, as are all of his acts, to the approval of the com-
mittee.
j
The procedure followed in Cambridge .— A consultation of the Rules cof
||
the Cambridge School Committee, "Powers and Duties of the Superintendent,"
|j
reveals the following significant clauses: ![
Ii
Section 707* Nomination of Teachers . He (the superintendent)
jj
shall make all nomination of teachers -to the (school) Committee in
|j
writing, presenting at the same time the qualifications and recommen-
dations of the person nominated.
||
Section 708* Election of Teachers . He shall prepare and submit ||
to the committee annually in June a list of teachers recommended by
;|
him for re-election, and of those recommendation for election on ten- P
ure of office during good behavior and efficiency.
il
j,
Section 709« Teachers in Evening and Vacation Schools . He shalljl
nominate principals of evening schools at a meeting in June. He shalljj
nominate assistants in the evening and vacation schools, and shall dis|*-
pense with any teacher when his services are not required, reporting '
such action at the next meeting of the committee, I
ji
Section 710* Promotion of Teachers . He shall make all recommen-jj
dation for promotion of teachers in writing, presenting at the same il
time the qualifications and recommendations of the person recommended,!}
!i

Section 711* Substitute Teachers , He shall have authority to
j
employ as many substitutes and temporary teachers as may be necessary i
to take the places of absent teachers. Vacancies of a semi-permanent
nature shall be filled by the Committee upon the recommendations of th(<
superintendent who shall in each instance submit the first neime on the
majority list, as established by the annual exaimination for substitute
teachers.
An examination of these data discloses that the Cambridge School Com-
mittee has prescribed in its rules and regulations a procediire to be fol-
lowed in the selection of teachers that is representative of the best
thought euid writing on the subject. Theory and practice indicate that the
superintendent should do the selecting and nominating, and in principle
and in practice such is the case in Cambridge, The committee recognizes-
that it is only a deliberative body, and not executive in character, so it
delegates to the superintendent the functions of selection and nomination
and reserves to itself the function of approval or disapproval, which again
is consistent with the best thought on the matter.
The rules of eligibility in Cambridge ,— It was pointed out in the
previous chapter that teaching service is now recognized as being among the
fields of work in which the public insists upon some measure of protection
against incompetence.
It was also pointed out that certain stsindards of admission should pre •
Vail in the school system, and that the standards for teaching position in
the higji school should be higher than those of the elementary school. It
was concluded that the minimum requirement for admission to a teaching posi*
tion in the elementary school should be graduation from an accredited nor-
mal school, and that the minimvun requirement for admission to a teaching
position in the high school should be graduated from an accredited college
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The Rules of the Cambridge School Committee, page 26, dealing with
the standards of admission, sets forth the following requirements:
Elementary Teacher. The candidate must be a graduate of a state
normal school, the Boston Teachers* College, or an approved college
or university. If a gradmte of an approved college or university,
he must give evidence of the completion of a course in professional
training in teaching. The candidate shall have at least two yearsl
experience in teaching; except in the case of a legal resident of »
Cambridge, but one year of successful experience is required, (Note
by writer: the position of a master’s degree by the candidate is ac-
cepted as being equivalent to six hundred hours or one year's teach-
ing,)
High School Teacher , The candidate for the position of teacher
in the high school must be a graduate of an accredited college or uni-
versity, or a graduate of a state school having authority to grant de-
grees, and must have completed a course in professional training in
teaching. He must have three years' successful teaching experience
in day high schools, but in the case of a legal resident, but two
years' successful experience in day schools shall be required.
The standards for admission to teaching positions in the Ceunbridge
schools would appear then to be as high, if not higher, than many systems,
inasmuch as not only must the applicants be graduates of approved normal
schools or colleges, but also must have completed professional courses in
education, and have completed at least two years of successful teaching be-
fore appointment.
The attitude towards local residents and married women teachers,— The
Rules of the Cambridge School Committee, page 2^, concerning candidates for
teaching positions, reads:
Successful candidates shall be listed in two groups - Residents
and Non-Residents
.
and two groups - Men and Women , Candidates who
have been legal residents of Cambridge for a term of three years im-
mediately preceding their examinations shall be listed as residents,
all others as non-residents, Cambridge residents who are graduates of
the Cambridge schools and have accepted teaching positions elsewnere
because of the lack of opportunity in Cambridge shall be listed on the
Resident list.
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Istaff regard the above rule as being particularly deplorable and discrimin-
atory and have sought ever since its passage to have it repealed. So far
the results have been to no avail. Every effort to have this clause deleted
from the rules has been met with opposition from hundreds of citizens who
are not fully conscious of the harmful effect it has on the organization and
efficiency of the schools, nor how it limits the superintendent in his en-
deavor to select the best possible staff for the schools of the city.
Apropos of this discussion it is of interest to note in the calendar
years 19^5 - 1956 - 1957 "th® school department of Cambridge has certified by
examination l46 local residents and 18 non residents. Of this group certi-
fied 115 local residents have secured positions while but one non resident
has been appointed. Due to the economic depression the campaign to "keep
local schools for local people," to dismiss those women teachers who marry
while in service, and to refuse to engage married women applicants has becomd
so intense and so widespread that there exists little chance of repealing thi
pernicious law at present. So virulent is this campaign that the administra-f
tor who tends to launch a counter-attack seriously endangers his chances of
being retained in office.
Nevertheless such an attack is being launched in Cambridge by the pre-
sent administrative staff with the assurance of some of the most outstanding
persons in the community, and it is their hope and ideal that in the near
future the voters of Cambridge will become so well informed that they will
demand of its school board members immediate repeal of this law governing
successful candidates.
The goal is to have one list and one set of eligibility qualifications,
A list which does not discriminate against a candidate solely because he
was not born within the boxmdaries of Cambridge, and a policy which does not
I
rule against a v/oman teacher solely because she has elected to become mar-
ried, The candidate with the best qualifications and the richest experience
should be chosen, and no other factors but these should influence the selec-
tion of a teacher. Yet the superintendent is but the servant of the commit-!
tee and all good servants obey their masters. That does not rule out, how-
ever, the fact that the servant can ofttimes educate the master. That is
what the able superintendent should do.
The techniques of selection in Cambridge .— In Cambridge, as elsewhere
in these days of oversupply of teachers, more reliance is being placed upon
the application blank than ever before. Instead of the superintendent being
forced to seek for desirable prospects as was formerly the case, he now con-
sults his files and finds therein not a paucity but usually a multiplicity
of candidates who show evidence of having the necessary qualifications for
the available teaching position. It is then of course, recourse must be had
to other means of selection and other sources of information in order to
choose the best available candidate.
In Cambridge since certification of teachers is accomplished by the
passing of written examinations, it is necessary for the applicant to
signify his desire to take the examinations by filling out the appended
application blank. In this blank he sets forth such personal data as his
hame and address, his wish to become certified, his choice of subjects,
major, first minor, and second minor, in which he is to be examined, the
outline of his education, the extent of his teaching experience, and other
related information.
Although this application blank is more or less brief in form, and
lends itself to criticism because of that condition, it must be borne in
mind that this blank is not the only source of information concerning the

aapplicant. The Rules of the Cambridge School Committee, page 22, section
1005, declare that "by vote of the school committee all persons desirous
of entering the service of the public schools of Cambridge shall be examined
for scholarship , experience , and personal fitness for the work,"
The Rules also state, page 24, that before being granted a certificate
"each candidate shall be visited by two or more persons under the direction
of the superintendent to determine actual classroom and administrative
ability, power of discipline, and professional spirit,"
These Rules also provide for the personal interview by the superin-
tendent and such assistants as he may delegate to aid him.
If the applicant is a candidate for a teaching position in the high
schools, the headmasters of the two high schools, Cambridge High and Latin
eoid Rindge Technical School, the head of the department to which he seeks
to be assigned, the assistant superintendent, and the superintendent com-
I
pose the board which conducts the interview.
If the applicant is a candidate for a teaching position in the elemen-'
tary schools, the superintendent and the assistant superintendent, a repre-'
sentative group of elementary school masters
^
and the supervisor of the
primary schools compose the board which conducts the interview.
Each one of the above is free to ask the appliceint questions relative
!
I
to his educational background, his teaching experience, educational ideals
and outlooks, and such questions as will reveal most effectively his char-
acteristics and personality traits. Each official is obliged to score the
candidate by means of a rating sheet. These rating sheets are turned overr
to the superintendent after a general discussion of the applicant has taker
place.
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EXAMINATION FOR CERTIFICATES OF QUALIFICATION
AppUratinn mh Jpcrsnnal Sernri
Name (in full) Tel. No
Home Address
Date of Examination
The Certificate for which I apply is
My Choice of Subjects for Examination is (see instruction sheet)
Major
First Minor Second Minor
I was born at on the day of 1
(Documentary evidence of birth is required and of citizenship in case of a candidate not born in the
United States.)
I hereby affirm that I have been a legal resident of the city of Cambridge, Mass, for years
immediately preceeding Feb. 19, 1938.
EDUCATION




















All Candidates who have had experience in teaching will fill out the following
Schedule:
I have been engaged in teaching or supervising as follows:








From 1 to ..1
- From 1 to ..1
From 1 to ..1
From 1 to ..1
From 1 to ..1
From 1 to ..1
From 1 to ..1





All candidates who have had experience in teaching will furnish the follow-
ing additional information:
Write in the blank spaces below, the names and addresses of your present Superintendent and
Principal; also the names and addresses of four other persons, preferably school officials, who have
an intimate acquaintance with your experience as a teacher.
Print all names and addresses. Addresses must be complete in every case.
NAME ADDRESS OFFICIAL POSITION
;
Give below any further information that may assist the Board of Examiners in forming an
estimate of the character and quality of your experience.
I am now teaching in the School in the city
or town of in the State of
My teaching program is as follows ;
SUBJECT TIME DAYS
I affirm that all statements contained in this application are true to the best of my knowledge.
Signature of applicant
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Personal interviews and observations of the candidate’s work in the
classroom are integral and necessary parts of the plan of certification
of teachers in Cambridge, inasmuch as the Rules, page 25, state:
All candidates for positions to teach academic subjects shall
pass a written examination in one major and two major subjects as the
superintendent may direct. For the major subject 50 per cent will be
allowed; for each minor subject 15 per cent shall be allowed; for
amount, quality and character of experience, 40 per cent shall be al-
lowed, making a total of 100 per cent.
Some criticism has been directed against the practice of allowing 4o
per cent for the teaching experience of the candidate, but an analysis of
the manner in which the points are distributed seems to justify this prac-
tice:
Allowance for Teaching Experience: 40 Points
Amount of experience :
2 points for exceptional experience beyond the requirement!
of the .rules.
Quality of experience :
10 points for power to teach and control the classroom
situation,




4 points for personality, personal appearance, etc,
15 points for character of experience,
5 points for professional courses undertaken
Nature of experience :
2 points for supervised instruction, unsupervised, graded
school, and longraded school.
It must be also considered that these points are not awarded indis-
criminately, nor is the awarding of the points based upon unaided snap-
judgment, On the contrary these points are allocated on the basis of (l)
the pooled findings of the committee which has observed the candidate teach
,
( 2 ) the information gleaned from the application blank and the letters of
recommendation, ( 5 ) the reports of the principals of the schools at which
he has taught, (4) examinations of his scholastic and professional record.
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and ( 5 ) the report of the committee which has interviewed the candidate.
The distribution represents the conclusions of many competent professional
men, presented in as impartial and as objective a manner as is possible.
The use of written examinations in Cambridge ,— It has been found
necessary in Cambridge in recent years to install the system of certifica-
tion of teachers by means of written examinations, (1) because of the
great increase in the number of candidates, (2) because of the desire to
make the process of selection of teachers even more selective, ( 5 ) because
of the conviction of their values as a technique of selection, and (4) be-
cause of the desire to eliminate political pressxire in the appointment of
teachers.
Provision for their use is found in the Rules of the Cambridge School
Committee, section IOO5 , pages 22 - 24, under the heading "Eligibility,"
The pertinent clauses are:
By vote of the school committee, all persons desirous of entering
the service of the public schools of Cambridge should be examined for
scholarship, experience , and personal fitness for the work; and to
each candidate as in his opinion meets the requirements hereinafter
set forth, the superintendent shall grant certificates of eligibility,,
All certificates granted shall expire after a period of five year
from the date of issue, unless the holder is at that time in the em-
ploy of the School Department of the City of Cambridge, as a substituije
or a regular teacher in the day schools.
No candidate for substitute teacher or permanent teacher, as the
case may be, shall be eligible to receive a certificate of eligibility
or employment in teaching until such time as they have filed with the
superintendent the necessary degrees, diplomas or certificates .in com*'
pliance with the rules of the committee.
The examination for scholarship shall be held regularly at 9 A.M,
on the second Saturday in December of each year at the Cambridge High
and Latin School; but a special examination for a special position,
vacancy or newly constituted position, vaceuicy or newly constituted
position may be held at any time that the school committee may direct,
No list shall be established as a result of a special examination.
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Promotional examinations for major positions may be ordered by
the school committee at any time. By major positions is meant any
position in the High and Latin or Rindge Technical School above the
rank of teacher, and in the elementary schools the position of Master
,
Sub-Master, and Primary Principal,
The superintendent may at any time secure the services of such
j
persons as he may deem advisable to assist in any examination, the ex-
pense to be borne by the school committee.
Sample sets of questions used in previous examinations may be ob-
tained by personal or written application to the office of the assis-
tant superintendent until the supply available for distribution is ex-
hausted, Such application should state the particular certificate in
which the applicant is interested and should be accomplished by suf-
ficient postage to cover the cost of mailing.
Any candidate dissatisfied with his rating may on request go ovei'
his papers with the person in charge of the examination, and if still
dissatisfied he shall submit in writing very definite reasons why cer-'
tain questions should receive higher grades, giving specific refer-
ences in support of his claims. The person in charge of the examina-
tion shall submit the papers in the case to the examiner for review.
Should the examiner hold to his original mark, the candidate may re-
quest that his papers be reviewed by a board of three persons compe-
tent to pass on them. The decision of this board shall be final.
All candidates for positions to teach academic subjects shall
pass a written examination in one major and two minor subjects, as the
superintendent may direct. For the major subject ^0 per cent shall be
allowed; for each minor subject 15 per cent shall be allowed; for
amount, quality and character of experience, 40 per cent shall be al-
lowed - making a total of 100 per cent.
No candidate shall be considered eligible for a certificate un-
less he attains a total of at least 70 per cent in his markings. Any
candidate who fails to attain at least 70 per cent in his major sub-
ject will not be rated.
When a vacancy occurs in the High and Latin School or Rindge
Technical School, the candidate who stands Number One on the list
from which the vacancy is to be filled shall be offered the position.
When a vacancy occurs in the elementary school, the candidate
who stands as Number One on the elementary list shall be offered the
position. After a candidate has refused twice to accept a position,
his name shall be placed at the end of the list on which it appears.
When examinations have been conqjleted, a list of the successful
candidates with the marks obtained shall be submitted to each member
of the school committee, but they shall not be for publication .

In addition to these requirements, the committee has ordained that thei
applicant shall file with the assistant superintendent before tne date of
the examinations a certificate, testifying as to his physical health and
freedom from physical defects.^
The Rules also state that before being granted a certificate each
candidate shall be visited by two or more persons xinder the direction of
the superintendent to determine actual classroom and administrative ability
2/power of discipline, and professional spirit,-'
The subjects of examinations for candidates for teaching positions in





First Minor . . .History
Second Minor. .Arithmetic
Kindergarten




Major Special Class Methods
First Minor .. .English
Second Minor..History or Arithmetic
Art
Major Free-Hand Drawing
First Minor ,, .History of Art
Second Minor ..Compositicn and Design
l7 Rules of the Cambridge School Committee, p, 2^.
2/ Ibid, p. 25
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First Minor .History of Music
Second Minor . .Biography of Musical Composers
Physical Education






Major Cooking or Sewing




Major English and American Literature
First Minor .. .English History
Second Minor . .Grammar, Composition and Rhetoric
Oral English
Major Oral English
First Minor .. .English and American Literature





First Minor .. .English
Second Minor
.
.Ancient History (Greece and Rome) or French






Second Minor. .Mediaeval and Modern History of France or








.Mediaeval and Modern History of Germany or
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Second Minor, .Mediaeval and Modern History of Spain or French








.Mediaeval and Modern History of Italy or French






Second Minor. .Solid Geometry or Trigonometry
Science
Major Physics or Chemistry
First Minor. . .Chemistry or Physics
Second Minor, .General Science
History
Major United States History
First Minor,
. .Civics
Second Minor , .General Science
Commercial
Major Stenography or Bookkeeping
First Minor ., .Typewriting or Office Practice
Second Minor , .Commercial Law or Commercial Arithmetic or
Commercial Geography
(Three hours is allowed for the Major Examinations; and one and
one-half hours for each Minor Examination.)
Summary of the data .— The writer of this thesis has attempted to sur-
vey the current practices and techniques of selection of teachers in the
various cities of the country, and in doing this has borrowed liberally
of the opinions of leading administrators and authorities in the field, to
the end that a workable and satisfactory plan of procedure in the selection
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of teachers can be evolved. This, of course, has been proved to be a most
difficult assignment since there has been found to exist a great variance
as to what constitutes good or bad techniques.
Despite the attendant difficulties the plan of procedure that has
evolved appears to be a most satisfactory one, inasmuch as it is represen-
tative of the best thought and writing on the subject. The plan itself is
a composite of the best features of the methods of appointing teachers in
the majority of the leading cities in the United States, Every feature of
the plan is in actual practice today, although the combination is not found
in any one city.
The plan of procedure in Cambridge compares quite favorably with the
criteria that have evolved from the study of the literature on the subject
of teacher selection. Criticism can be directed, of course, against the
policy in Cambridge of discriminating against non-residents by requiring
that they present additional qxialifications than those asked of Cambridge
residents. Yet, while this condition should not exist, the situation would
be far worse, if Cambridge, like other large cities throughout the country,
denied outside candidates the opportunity of becoming certified for a teach-
ing position.
It goes without saying that the pupils in our schools must be protecte<
against such discriminatory policies as these and that they must have com-
petent teachers fairly and objectively chosen. The interest the pupils
manifest in their school work, the advancement they make in their studies,
and the character of their conduct and habits, depend so much upon the
ability and influence of their instructors that the selection of teachers
requires on the part of the administrator not only conscientious action but
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also professional skill.
Teachers should be selected solely because of their merits as teacher^
- their fitness to do the required work. To sacrifice the educational in-
terests of children to the advantage or convenience of one person is un-
reasonable and inexcusable. No true friend of the pupils or of the schools
can desire the appointment or iirge the retention of an incompetent teacher,
Neither nepotism, political influence nor any other form of favoritism has
any proper claim in the selection of teachers, for they are both an impo-
sition and a menace, and those administrators who resist them deserve the
gratitude of the pupils and the support of all right-minded citizens.
Every candidate for the high aJid responsible position of teacher
should present his qualifications and rest upon them. He should be honest-
ly and fairly considered on his qualifications, without any thought of ir-
relevant matters. Those who have little except "pull" or "influence," to
recommend them have a very poor claim to serious consideration and no ad-
ministrator should bother with them until they can offer more appropriate
qualifications.
Again, the qualification to teach involves much more than scholarship,
essential as it is. There must be professional training in the art of
teaching; natural adaptation in health, taste, temperament, and personality
understanding and love of children; knowledge and appreciation of the goals
of education.
There never can be a good school in charge of a poor teacher. The
best schools are alv/ays to be fovind in charge of the best teachers. Teach-'
ing at its best is a profession no less difficult and no less important
than law or medicine; and those who enter it should be fitted both by
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nature and training for their responsible work. Appended is a grouping
made of pupils attending Cambridge High and Latin School showing the birth-
place of their parents. Surely, teaching youngters with over forty dif-
ferent backgrounds, forty possible different outlooks on life is not a job
that one not specifically trained and adapted for the work can hope to fill
Teachers should be selected, then, with care and assigned to teach onlj^
those subjects for which they have trained, for few teachers, if any, are
fitted for all positions. Not all persons should be allowed to teach, even
if they desired to do so, because not a few of them lack some of the most
essential qualifications.
In securing efficient teachers, the method of making appointments be-
comes of supreme importance. If from year to year only the best teachers
procurable are appointed, a progressively high standard of teaching effici-
ency can be developed and maintained. If, on the other hand, mediocre
teachers are given positions, in time the whole system becomes permeated by
mediocrity. Obviously the beat method of securing efficient teachers is
one which makes inevitable the appointment of those who are beat qualified,
and which prevents the appointment of those who are not well qualified.
Therefore, because this plan of procedure advocates that the superin-
tendent exercise the executive function of selection of teachers; because
it sets forth the techniques he must utilize in the performance of this
task; because it clearly outlines the respective functions of the principal
and the rest of the administrative staff in the procedure; because it item-
izes the details or elements of the correct procedure in teacher selection;
because it arranges the techniques in order of their rank or importance;
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HIGH AND LATIN SCHOOL
The pupils here are grouped according to birthplace of parents. Group-
ing made in February, 195^. In some cases where the parents come from dif-














































Iteaching position, this plan or a similar one should be put in effect in
all city systems whose administrators are desirous of raising the standards
I






Summation of the Data Presented
I
The selection of teachers .— All school systems require new teachers I
every year to replace those who resign, are removed, or die. To see that
,
only the best available teachers are selected for the vacant and new posi-
;
tions is an important duty, often neglected, for school officials to per-
|
I
form. It cannot be denied that the most important place to guard the edu- '
cational efficiency of the school system is at the entrance gate, the se-
lection of the candidate for the teaching position,
1
I
In most cities the new teachers are selected largely by the superin- I
tendent, his selections being approved by the school committee; in a few '
i
I
cities the school committee makes all the selections, sometimes without
bothering to consult the superintendent. Fortunately, this practice is in-
frequent. In the large majority of our cities the selections are, in large
measure, the result of the combined efforts of the superintendent and the
committee working together, each exercising his proper function: the super-
intendent exercising the executive function of selection of candidates; and
the school board, approving or rejecting the choice of the superintendent,
euid drawing up the rules and regulations for the administration of the
schools.
The procedure in the selection of teachers in the early days .— In the
early days of education in this country when there were relatively few
trained teachers, when school administration was but little developed or
understood, and when the demands made upon the schools were comparatively
' V . *'j '
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-simple, the selection of the teachers by the minister, the selectman, the
prudential committee, or the school committee answered the situation ?;ell
enough. The passing of a simple examination, the evidence of a knowledge
of Latin or the possession of a degree were all the qualifications that the
candidate needed.
Then again, the members of the committees were often influenced by the
personality and special needs of the applicant, and, deliberately or unin-
tentionally, personal friendships, church memberships, lodge connections,
and party affiliation of relatives all played their part in determining who
were to be selected by the board.
The schools were regarded as exclusively a local enterprise, and the
theory was prevalent tnat any one who could maintain discipline could teach,
Outsiders were seldom selected, and the most popular member of the graduat-
ing class of the local educational institution, the child of the most promi4
nent citizen, the person who needed a position in order to support a family^
were the types of people chosen to teach the pupils of the public schools.
The educational evils of this early method,— There exist two virulent
evils of this method of selection. In the first place, boards of laymen are
seldom competent to select teachers. However, sincere they may be, they are
bound to be influenced by considerations that are far from being educational
Members of school boards are inclined to be actuated in their selection of
teachers by personal friendships and sympathies, and professional merit and
adaptability of the candidate to the work of instruction, of which they knoi^
little about, are very rarely taken into consideration. Professional prepariL-
tion and success are not evaluated in their true light, and a strong person-
al recommendation by a friend often counts for more than a letter of recom-
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mendation written by an unbiased educator
The result is that not only are improper persons often selected for
!
teaching positions, but that educational and professional preparation and
!
standards of those applicants for teaching positions in this community are
seriously imdermined by such bases of selection. Ultimately the children
in the schools and the community as a whole pay the price of the committee* i
attempt to exercise the distinctly professional function of the selection o '
I
teachers.
The ideal procedure of selection of teachers .— The best procedure to
be followed is to establish at the outset that the superintendent is to
exercise the function of teacher selection and the school committee is only
to approve or reject his nominations, and is never to nominate candidates.
The superintendent should make use of whatever objective techniques are a-
vailable to select the logical candidate. He must not rely solely on his
own opinion but must have recourse to the estimate of others. Too much de-
^
pendence cannot be placed upon any one technique, for one technique should
I
be verified by others. Among the techniques of selection that should be
I
used by him are the followings the letter of recommendation, the examinatioi
of the candidate's scholastic record, the observation of the candidate in
I
an actual classroom situation, the study of application blanks, the conduct-
i
ing of personal interviews, an examination of records of his previous teach-
„
ing success, visiting of other school systems, and the holding of intelli-
!i
gence examinations, academic and ’ • ’ ... ^ f these
techniques that he uses the more
ji
selective and restrictive. In studying and evaluating the data found by
these means, the superintendent should objectify his findings by having
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recourse to rating scales and to the pooled opinions of as many competent
educators as is possible.
As bases for the selection of teachers it is well for the superinten-
dent to have in mind that the only reason why a candidate should be chosen
for a teaching position is because he shows evidence of having a certain
I
j
minimum professional preparation and experience, manifests evidence as to
professional success, reveals an outstanding personality and adaptability
for the work of instruction, and indicates by his score on intelligence
I
examinations, academic examinations, physical examinations, his scholastic
I
and educational records and the like, that he possesses the necessary mental
and physical qualifications for teaching success in his new position.
I
I It cannot be too strongly urged that the residence of an applicant,
his religion or political connections, or the marital status of the woman
teacher should have no weight in the selection of teachers. The candidate
should be examined for scholarship , experience , and personal fitness for the
{
work of instruction, and if he or she shows evidence of having these quali-
ties, upon that basis, and only upon that basis, should he or she be selects
I for the teaching position.
i
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• l4, Corey, S, M., "Interview in Teacher Selection," Journal of Educational
Research
.
Vol, XXVI (March, 1955), P. 525-5^1.
;
An excellent article on the correct use of tne personal interview
I
in the selection of teachers.
}
'15, Cubberley, Elwood P,, The History of Education ^ Houghton Mifflin Go.,
i Boston, 1920 , 849 p,
!
I
Invaluable for a history of the early colonial schools, and the evo'
-
j
lution of the public school system from then to now,
! 16
, ,
Public Education in the United States , Houghton
Mifflin Co,, Boston, 1954. 7^2 p,
j
A more recent book than the one cited above. The basic work is the
j




Public School Administration , Houghton Mifflin Co,
j
Boston, 1929 . 710 p,
j
The book deals with the fundamental principles underlying the organ*
j
ization and administration of public education. Especially valuable
is the chapter treating of the selection and tenure of teachers,
j
18, Dalthorp, C, J,, "Local Teacher," School Executive Magazine
.
Vol LIV,
(October, 1954), p, 58-59.
A short article which attempts to prove that the life of the local




19 . Davis, Clavin 0,, "How Shall the Administrator Choose His Teachers?",
li Nation's Schools, Vol. VIII (July, 1951), P. 21-25,
!
:
i The author suggests that teachers be chosen as fairly and as ob-
I
jectively as they can, and that the administrator should use tech-
i niques that will make this possible,
20, Deffenbaugh, W, S, and Zeigel, W, H,, Selection and Appointment of Teach-
ers , National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph No, 12.
Washington; Government Printing Office, 1955* US p.
I A highly valuable survey of current practices and techniques in the
I
selection and appointment of teachers. The study reveals most
graphically current trends and methods in the selection of the
teaching personnel,
j21, DeLong, V, R,, "Planned Teacher Selection," American School Board Jour-
i nal, Vol, XG (March, 1955), p, 51-52,
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A suggestion is made that an eligible list of certified candidates
j
be drawn up for the superintendent’s use.
I
•22. Douglass, Harl R., Organization and Administration of Secondary Schools .
Ginn and Co,, Boston, 1952. Chapter 4, "Selecting the Staff," p.77'
107.
A critical and constructive study. A constructive plan for the se-
lection of teachers is included,
25
.
Dozier, Meriam, "Confidential Recommendations as a Basis for Selecting
the Teacher," Journal of Educational Research . Vol, XIV (December,
1926 ), p. 55^-555 .
An analysis of letters of recommendation concerning the candidate's
ability as a teacher. In particular, the reliability of such letter^
is examined into,
24, Dutton, S. T,, "The Expediency of Importing Teachers of Approved Merit




. 1904, p. ^22-^26 ,
An interesting article concerning teachers being imported into a lo-
cal public school system, A very readable one, although it is not
so timely because of its lack of recency,
25, Edmonson, James B,, "Superintendent's Greatest Opportunity," American
School Board Journal
.
Vol, LXXX. (April, 1950), p. 55,
Sets forth that the most important function of the superintendent is
the selection of teachers, and that he should exercise this right
to the fullest extent of his ability,
26 , Eliassen, R, H,, "Teacher Personnel; Teacher Selection and Placement,"
Review of Educational Research, Vol, I (April, 1951)* P* 85“85* 145-
145.
A review of current techniques and practices in the selection and
placement of teachers. Chiefly valuable because of the appended
bibliography.
27 , Engelhardt, Fred,, Public School Organization and Administration
. Ginn
and Go., Boston, 1951. Chapter 8, "Personnel Management (Qualifica-
tions and Appointment)." p, 164-188,
An exceptionally good analysis of qualifications of teachers and cur-^
rent methods of appointment,
28, Falls, J, D,, "Selection of Teachers for Classroom Instruction," Ameri-
can School Board Journal
.
Vol. LXXXV (November, 1952), p, 46-47,
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A discussion of the standards that should prevail for admission to
the teaching profession*
29. Frazier, B, W,, "When a Teacher Goes Job Hunting," Nation *3 Schools .
Vol. XVI (December, 1955), p. 25-26.
i
A recountal of the trials that the teacher experiences in the quest
of a teaching position.
jJO. Gludt, C. J., "Auctioneers in Education," School Executives Magazine .
Vol. LIV (January, 1955^ P. 152-15^.
i A criticism of those applicants who in every possible way undermine
the morale of a system by their tactics in seeking a position.
I
,51. Granrud, J. E., "Selection of Teachers," School Executives Magazine .
I
Vol. LIII (October, 1955), P* 55-57.
j
Deplores the fact that teachers are not chosen on the basis of their
I
ability to teach, and that discrimination because of their residence
I
and marital status is so prevalent.
I
52, Graves, Frank P., The Administration of American Education . Macmillan
Co., New York, 1952. Chapter 10, "Selection and Placement." p. I9I-
211
.
A good article on methods of procedure in the appointment of teachers,
'! Timely and significant.
i
55» Hanson, Ernest N. and Umstattd, J. G., "Mores and Teacher Selection in




A survey of current practices in the public school systems in Minne-
I
sota. A well organized and comprehensive study.




Vol. Ill (March, 1902), p. 260-264.
I
! Interesting only as it reveals the changes that have taken place in
1
the methods of appointing teachers.
t
Hollingworth, Harry L., Vocational Psychology and Character Analysis
.
D.
Appleton Co., New York, 1929. Chapter 4, "Common Sources of Error,"
p. 124-151.
A critical discussion of letters of recommendation. Finds that vali4l-
Ity and reliability can only be had when objective devices are re-
sorted to.
56. Holy, R, A,, "Employing Teachers by Interview," School Executives Maga-
(n\.) cii H'3'>no it*" i.,"''-* rerii-..- jC'.iS i 'Ic lsJnyci>t’'i •.
.
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.
Vol, LI (September, 19^1 ), p* 21-22.
An article which points out that the personal interview has a defi-
nite place in the plan of procedure in teacher selection.
57» Hughes, W. H,, "How to Select the Best Teachers," Nation^ s Schools .




The most telling part of the article is that which is devoted to an
,i
examination into personnel committees on teachers. ]i
I
58 . Hunkins, R. V., The Superintendent at Work in the Smaller Schools . D. Cj






Not pertinent to this thesis, inasmuch as the small school systems
!|
do not face precisely the same administrative personnel problems as l|




59» Johns, W. B. and Worcester, D. A., "Value of the Photograph in the Se- ||




(February, 1950) f P» 54-62, |j
1
Traces the influences of the photograph in the selection of teachersjl




Qualities Related to Success in Teaching . Teachers Col-
lege Contributions to Education, No, 120. New York, 1922, 67 p.
A statistical study of a small group of teachers. Their efficiency
is measured by a standard examination, and from these findings are
deduced the qiialities of a successful teacher.
4l. Lewis, Ervin E,, Personnel Problems of the Teaching Staff . Century Co,,!;
New York, 1925. Chapter 7» "Problems of Selecting Teachers," p.ll^
144.
An important discussion of the various problems involved in the se- jl
lection of teachers is carried on by the author,
jj
42,




Vol L (June, 1951), p. 451-455.
j
I
A study of practices relating to married women as teachers in 255 I
cities of 25,000 or more in population. Interesting because of the
|
trend it shows, j
45 . Morrissett, L, N,, Letters of Recommendation . Contributions to Educa-
j





An excellent study of the value of letters of recommendation. The
study is very comprehensive, and the findings of the author are all
the more significant, inasmuch as he sets up a list of criteria by
which these letters can be evaluated,
44, National Education Association, Department of Superintendents and Re-
search Division, Local Practices in the Selection of Teachers in 274
City School Systems , Educational Research Circular No. 4, 1952.
Washington, D, G,: the Association, 1952. 12 p,
A statistical account of the methods of appointment in 274 cities.
45, National Education, Research Division, "Administrative Practices Affect-
ing Classroom Teachers: Part I, The Selection and Appointment of
Teachers," Research Bulletin No, 10 (January, 1952). p. 1-55*
An excellent survey of current practices in the selection and appoin'j-
ment of teachers. In addition, some of the best thought on the mat-
ter is expressed. An indispensable study.
46,
, ,
"The School Board Member," Re-
search Bulletin No. 11 (January, 1955) > P. 25-54.
Distinguishes between the functions of the school board and the su-
perintendent, and arrives at the conclusion that the best theory and
and practice calls for the superintendent to select the teachers,
47, Olsen, Hans, The Work of Boards of Education
.
Colximbia University Con-
tributions of Education, no. 215, 1926, 7? P.
Sets forth that the function of a school board is to set the policy
of administration, and the function of the superintendent is to exe-
cute it. Excellently presented.
48,
Overn, A, J,, "Qiialifications Requested by Officers Employing Teachers,"
Elementary School Board Journal
.
Vol, XXXII (March, 1952), p. 525-
550,
The article sets forth the qualities that Overn, on the basis of his
study, believes should be possessed by teachers.
49
.
Pierce, Arthxir E,, "Selection of Teachers," Harvard Educational Review
.
Vol. VII (March, 1957), p. 162-16^.
A short editorial as timely as it is brief, on what philosophy shoul<
govern administrative policy in the selection of teachers.
50,
Potter, Milton C., "The Board and the Superintendent," American School
j
Board Journal, Vol. XXO (August, 1952). p, 45-46. !
__
^
Outlines the respective functions of each agent, the school board
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member and the superintendent. Timely, but not particularly out-
standing.
"Procedures in the Selection and Appointment of Teachers," School Review .
Vol. XXXIX (January, 19^1 )> P.
j
A survey of current methods of procedures in teacher selection and |
appointment. A very comprehensive work. !
Reeder, Ward G., The Fundamentals of Public School Administration . Mac- i




Roller, T. L., "Appointment of Teachers in Cities in 1914 and 195^," ^
American School Board Journal
.
Vol. XXOIX (July, 1954), p. 2^-24.
An interesting study of the changes that have taken place in the ap-
pointment of teachers in the cities that Ballou first studied in 191|'l-«
I
Robinson, William M,, "Shall Untrained Persons Be Employed to Teach Our '
Children?", School Life
.
Vol. XI (November, 1925), p, 57-60. ,
The author advances cogent reasons why the modern teacher should be
better trained than was his predecessor.
Shouse, J, B.
,
"Certification as an Element in the Selection of Teachers ,
Educational Administration and Supervision
.
Vol. XX (September, 195^!'
p. 462-467.
«
I The article points out that more superintendents should take advan-
I
tage of the principle of certification of candidates than is now that
I
case. A good plea for certification.
i




Go., Boston, 1928. 710 P*
I
!
A critical analysis of the principles that are involved in education!*
i al administration, their virtues and their defects,
!
. 57 . Steiner, M, A,, "The Technique of Interviewing Teachers," American
j
' School Board Journal
.
Vol LXXV (June, 1928), p, 65-66.
[
The author gives some very specific rules for the conduct of a sue-
\
cessful interview, A very good article on this technique. i
58, Stevens, E. S. and Hsimrin, S. A,, "Interviewing the Prospective Teacher,!'
American School Board Journal
.
Vol. XXCII (June, 1951). P» 59-60.
j
Some hints are given as to how the teacher should be interviewed, '
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Tiega, E. W,, An Evaluation of Some Techniques of Teacher Selection .
Public School Publishing Co,, Bloomington, Illinois, 1928, 108 p.
The work of Tiegs is as good as there can be fovind on the important
subjects of techniques of selection. Not only are techniques dis-
cussed but a critical analysis is made of them.
,
"Guess Work and Teacher Selection," American School Board
Journal
.
Vol. XXCIV (March, 19^2), p. 27-28, 98.
The author finds that there is entirely too much guess work on the
part of superintendents in teacher selection.
6l. Tobey, Silas, B., "School Board or Superintendent - Which?", Elementary
School Board Journal
.
Vol. XXCIX (July, 195^), p. 87-89 .
Tobey finds that the function of selecting teachers is such that it




Urastattd, J, G., "Teacher Personnel: Teacher Selection and Placement,"
Review of Educational Research
.
Vol, VII (June, 1957)* P« 265-266 ,
55A-556.
A fine summary of the best thought and writing on the subject of
teacher selection. Even more valuable for its appended biblio-
graphy.
I
United States Office of Education, "How School Systems Regard the Mar- I
ried Teacher," Nation’s Schools
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